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ositive signs this month as we swing
into summer. We have more or less
a full house of folk clubs in London,
with Walthamstow, Unity, A Roving
Folk Club and Herga at the Castle all
making a very welcome return after a long
lockdown closure.
On top of that there’s a new and
successful monthly singaround at
Leytonstone and a monthly folk club at
Cryer Arts in Carshalton, plus sellout
crowds at several high-profile gigs.
Against that, some folk clubs have
serious concerns over low attendances, and
nationally renowned artists have publicly
spoken of the struggle to sell tickets.
So the folk recovery feels fragile, with the
pandemic still lurking and the cost of living
crisis leaving people very short of cash for
nights out. Still, the sheer size of this Folk
London gives you an idea of how much is
going on in the folk world – for the second
edition running it’s almost the biggest that
our printers can physically produce.
The summer festivals have come back
with a bang after so much uncertainty for
the last couple of years.
And a bumper reviews section – again,
I think the largest ever in Folk London
– reflects the number of artists who are
making great work in these difficult times.
Everything from the continuing shanty
revival, to groundbreaking reinterpretations
of the tradition, to bold new writing talents
such as the Brothers Gillespie and Hannah
Rarity, to this edition’s cover star Nick Hart
– a standout talent who’ll keep the flame of
the tradition burning for a long while yet.

Contributions: We welcome interviews,
features and news items, particularly
concerning London and the Home Counties.
Please contact editor@folklondon.co.uk if
you’re interested in submitting material
Reviews: Albums and EPs can be submitted
for review to the address on the left.
Physical copies preferred but download
links are fine as well. We’re always seeking
more reviewers – email for details

Tenterden
folk festival 2022
“Tenterden, the Jewel of the Weald”

Thursday 29th September to Sunday 2nd October 2022
tenterdenfolkfesti
tivval.org.uk
info@tenterdenfolkfesti
tivval.org.uk
Ticketed events include:
Thursday evening concert, concerts, barn
dance, special shows, workshops, meet the
guests, folk clubs, Sea songs and shanties
session and much more
Free events include:
Craft & street stalls, free music stage,
dance stage, Morris dancers, dance displays, procession, song & music sessions,
street theatre, etc.
Join the team
Get a free ticket if you volunteer for the workforce, stewards and other exciting roles.
E: chiefsteward@tenterdenfolkfestival.org.uk
W: tenterdenfolkfestival.com/Volunteer-at-TFF/

Guests include:
Bob & Gill Berry, Dick Miles, Dora Darling,
Foot Down with John Sweeney, Jack Hogsden,
Jack Rutter, Keith Kendrick & Sylvia Needham,
Martin & Shan Graebe, Morrigan, Nick Dow,
Paul Walker & Karen Pfeiffer, Si Barron,
Tom Perry & Clive Brooks,

The Wilson Family

More still to be confirmed
Regular and local guests
Bob Kenward, Chris Roche, Gavin & Julie Atkin,
Hook Line & Sinker, Jerry Crossley, John & Di Cullen,
Malcolm Ward,, Portside, Roger Resch, Spare Parts,
Sue Watson, Travelling Folk, Vic & Tina Smith, Vic Ellis
Plus Free Music Stage & Showcase guests
Up to 50 Morris sides

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Festival director: Alan Castle, 15 Repton Manor Road, Ashford, Kent TN23 3HA
E: alan@tenterdenfolkfestival.org.uk
Crafts & stalls: Margaret White E: info@tenterdencraftfair.org.uk
Chief steward: E: chiefsteward@tenterdenfolkfestival.org.uk
Dance co-ordinator: Spud Jones & Lesley Smith E: dance@tenterdenfolkfestival.org.uk

Tenterden Folk Festival Registered charity No. 1038663

News
Clubs and venues

Walthamstow Folk Club is finally reopening
after a long closure during the pandemic.
The first event, on 12 June, will be a
singaround with an extended spot from
Steve White and the Protest Family.
Regular organisers Russ and Claire
have moved to Sheffield so bookings will
be handled by Carol Woodward and Liz
Phillipson, with Kevin Sheils continuing as
MC. Details: walthamstowfolk.co.uk
Herga at the Castle is once again meeting
regularly every Monday at the Castle pub, 30
West Street, Harrow HA1 3EF.
The nights are mainly singarounds, with
the odd booked guest. Separate Zoom
sessions are also continuing on Monday
nights. Details: herga.club
Sharp’s Folk Club will move out of Cecil
Sharp House from 9 August for a summer
season in Kentish Town.
Singarounds will take place every Tuesday
from 8pm at the MAP Studio Cafe, 46 Grafton
Road NW5 3DU. The club returns to Cecil
Sharp House in September.
Details: sharpsfolkclub.co.uk
A new Leytonstone Folk Club is up and
running on the first Thursday of the month,
at St John’s church hall, 829-837 High Road
Leytonstone E11 1HH.
Organisers said it has “a great community
vibe”, and consists of a singaround, a “break
for cake, and then we all play some tunes
together”. All are welcome to perform or
listen. Details: leytonstone.folk@gmail.com
Unity Folk Club in Kentish Town has
returned to in-person events, on the last
Monday of the month at Torriano Meeting
House, 99 Torriano Avenue NW5 2RX.
The club says: “Everybody welcome,
especially singers and poets who sing or
read against war, capitalism, exploitation,
privatisation, imperialism and globalisation.”
Attendees are asked to take a lateral flow
test beforehand if possible.
Details: unityfolkclub.org
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Walthamstow and
Herga reopen their
doors but Ireby
Festival calls it a day
The Roving Folk Club has restarted in
Bromley, on the second Monday of the
month at the Shortlands Tavern, 5 Station
Road BR2 0EY.
The Charlton event has been cancelled as
the venue has closed, but organisers hope
to start up a regular night in Greenwich next
year. Details: facebook.com/arovingfolkclub
The Abbots Langley Winter Acoustic
Concerts in Hertfordshire have been
discontinued. Organisers said Covid safety
concerts made the events unviable.
Details: oldtimetim.com/alwac.htm
The new Jamboree venue in King’s Cross
will host a live monthly klezmer jam on 25
June. The venue, at 6 Chads Place WC1X
9HH, opened in mid-May as a successor to
the old Jamboree in Cable Street, which
hosted folk, jazz, Balkan, klezmer, blues
and more.
It is currently a cafe and workspace.
Organisers are waiting for a change of
use licence before the “full and glorious
opening”. Details: jamboreevenue.co.uk

Festivals and events

The Imagined Village will reunite at
FolkEast this August to mark the festival’s
10th anniversary.
The 10-strong collective, including Martin
and Eliza Carthy, Billy Bragg, Jackie Oates
and Johnny Khalsi, have been dormant since
their 2012 album Bending The Dark.
FolkEast runs from 19-21 August.
Details: folkeast.co.uk
Martin and Eliza Carthy will also headline
the second Brighton Folk Festival. The
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event, on Saturday 10 September, will be
“bigger and better” in a new venue, Patterns.
Co-promoter Stephen Rötzsch Thomas
said: “This feels a bit like growing something
new in a field that’s been lying fallow for a
little bit.” Details: folkroom.co.uk/bhff
Barking Folk Festival has been cut down
to a single day this year as a result of the
jubilee celebrations.
The free event will take place on Friday 3
June at Barking Abbey.
Details: lbbd.gov.uk/barking-folk-festival
Hampstead Theatre has announced the
return of the acclaimed play Folk, about
Cecil Sharp and two women from whom he
collected songs in 1903.
The play features the original cast from
the sold-out run last December and January,
and runs from 24 June to 30 July. Details:
hampsteadtheatre.com
The Traditional Song Forum is holding
a Broadside Extra conference in Dublin
on 15 October, with proceedings to be
livestreamed.

Subscribe to

Proposals are invited for 15- to 20-minute
presentations on “any aspect of cheap print
and street literature in Britain and Ireland
(and their diasporas)”. Details: tradsong.org
or steveroud@gmail.com
The Ireby Festival in Cumbria has been
permanently cancelled. The festival
directors blamed “a sudden and unexpected
change in the financial circumstances which
are beyond our control”.
Details: irebyfestival.co.uk
The London Folk Festival will not take place
this year. Organisers hope to return in 2023
and are considering crowdfunding the event.
Organisers of the English Country Music
Weekend in Croston, Lancashire, have
finalised the programme for this year’s
event, from 24-26 June.
The festival is dedicated to “musicians
who mainly play English folk or dance
music” on “all of the usual (and unusual)
instruments”.
Alongside a range of sessions around
the village, there will be talks and
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Ceilidhs
Morris Teams
Workshops

P@ndemonium!
Judy Collins
Children’s Festival
Show of Hands
Carlos Núñez
refolkus
for 11-20 year olds
The Unthanks
Camping &
Glamping
Blackie & the Rodeo Kings
Craft Fair
Skerryvore
Singarounds &
The Breath
Sessions
Food Village
Ukulele Orchestra of Great Britain
John Jones’ Rising Road with special guests
Real Ale and
Thea Gilmore // Edward II // Della Mae
Cocktail Bars
Stephen Fearing & The Sentimentals
Track Dogs // Black Umfolosi // Moonlight Benjamin
Police Dog Hogan // Kanda Bongo Man // 3 Daft Monkeys
Colin Linden // Sam Sweeney Band // Amythyst Kiah
Lauren Housley // Namvula // Hannah Sanders & Ben Savage
Lady Nade // Miranda Sykes & Hannah Martin
The Roaring Trowmen // Hannah James & Toby Kuhn
Julie July Band presents The Sandy Denny Experience
Sound of the Sirens // Tom Wilson
see website for
full line up
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demonstrations on subjects including clog
dancing and the Lancashire cotton famine.
Details: englishcountrymusicweekend.org.uk
Rothbury Traditional Music Festival in
Northumberland will return on 15-17 July
after Covid forced it to go online for two
years running.
Artists include the Damien Mullane
trio, Eryn Rae & Scott Turnbull, Cameron
Dixon, Ken Wilson, Andy May, and Johnny
Handle with Chris Hendry. Details:
rothburymusicfestival.co.uk

Awards

The BBC has denied that it has scrapped the
Radio 2 Folk Awards after musicians raised
concerns over the future of the event, which
has not taken place since 2019.
A spokesperson said: “The Radio 2 Folk
Awards haven’t been cancelled, but we
are always looking for new creative ways
to celebrate our specialist music output,
including folk.
F O U N D E R S

A N D

“In this BBC centenary year our focus
is on a creatively ambitious new initiative,
21st Century Folk, to create a lasting
legacy of work, alongside our regular folk
programming.”
The Margate-based “broken folk”
duo Lunatraktors have won a George
Butterworth award for the creation of an
outstanding new work.
Their winning song, Now The Time, is
described as an “original work composed in
the folk tradition” that “addresses the gaps
in the folk music archive where trans and
queer stories should be”.
The other £1,500 award went to the
classical composer Eunseog Lee.

People

Nettlebed Folk Club near Henley-on-Thames
will host a tribute concert to the late Rowan
Godel on 6 June.
The concert will be presented by Benji
Kirkpatrick, the partner of Godel; she died in

F R O N T M E N
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Spiers&Boden

FRI 17 JUNE
KINGS PLACE, LONDON
7.30PM
020 7520 1490
KINGSPLACE.CO.UK

MON 20 JUNE
STANLEY ARTS, CROYDON
7.30PM
020 8251 0184
STANLEYARTS.ORG

New al b um ‘Fa llow Ground’ ava ila ble in a ll good store s now.

SEE WWW.SPIERSANDBODEN.COM FOR TICKET LINKS

/spiersandboden

@spiersandboden

Photo credit: Elly Lucas

‘This is traditional folk delivered with modern verve’ EDS

Folk London
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February aged 50. Acts include Alan Prosser
and Al Scott from Oysterband. Details:
nettlebedfolkclub.co.uk

SUMMER GIGS 2022
* Queer Folk presents The Pride Tour * Intarsia *
* Midnight Skyracer * Paul Sartin * AKA Trio *
* Migrants’ Song Cycle * Yves Lambert Trio *
* N’famady Kouyaté * Tamsin Elliott *
* Katie Doherty and The Navigators *

Ed Trickett, the US folk singer, guitarist
storyteller, died on 10 May. Trickett, who
was born in 1941, was admired for his solo
work as well as his long-running trio with
Gordon Bok and Anne Muir.

Resources

Jon Boden, the singer and Bellowhead
frontman, has launched a new teaching
system called Colourchord, described as
“simple four-part harmony for all”.
Teaching videos are available, as well as
free booklets for singing groups.
Details: colourchord.org

EFDSS

The English Folk Dance and Song Society
is taking applications for the Alan James
creative bursary, offering up to £2,000 to
“support artists in exploring new creative

ideas inspired by and sourced from
traditional English folk music”. The deadline
for applications is 1 June. Details: efdss.org/
artist-development/artists/bursaries
The Vaughan Williams Memorial Library is
calling for papers for its conference at Cecil
Sharp House on 12-13 November.
This year’s event will examine Ralph
Vaughan Williams and his relationship with
folk song. The deadline for proposals is
15 July. Details: vwml.org

Research

Fay Hield’s new project, Access Folk, is
looking for people to take part “in designing
research to address issues faced by folk
singers and organisers”.
The project aims to increase and diversify
participation in folk singing in England.
They are looking for anyone “with ideas or
experience” in relevant areas including age,
race, sexuality, disability and class. Details:
accessfolk.sites.sheffield.ac.uk

BRINGING FOLK TO SOUTH EAST LONDON
Please see our website for up-to-date information and details of Covid
precautions we are taking at all our events. Singarounds may be Zoom.

MAY 27 THE COPPER FAMILY
CHRIS LAMB, CREEPING JANE

JUN 24 AMERICANA NIGHT

BOOK NOW
➭ efdss.org

FRAN MCGILLIVRAY & MIKE BURKE
JACKDAW (WITH ROB ANDERSON)
JAMES RILEY

SEP 30 CHRIS WOOD

JIM O’MULLOY, RAINY DAY WOMAN

Our SINGAROUNDS are on the second Sunday of the month.

Cecil Sharp House,
2 Regent’s Park Road,
London NW1 7AY

All at The Ivy House, 40 Stuart Road, London SE15 3BE
Advance concert tickets from www.wegottickets.com/thegooseisout

www.thegooseisout.com

INTerview
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Nick Hart: a burning passion
for the English folk tradition

H

ave you ever encountered
someone whose passion blazes
so hot that it almost burns your
skin as you talk to them? It
happened to me when I met Lech
Wałesa, the leader of Poland’s Solidarity
trade union, and when, due to an itinerary
mix-up, I ended up having dinner one-to-one
with Ranulph Fiennes, the explorer.
It happened again a couple of weeks ago
when I spoke to Nick Hart – just that Nick’s
passion smoulders rather than blazes.
Nick, who now lives in Bristol, was born
and brought up in East Anglia, the son of a
morris dancer who took up the melodeon as
his dancing career drew to an end.

PHOTO: SARAH KLEIN

PAUL SUDNIK talks to the acclaimed singer and multi-instrumentalist

Nick Hart: ‘I’ve been an autodidact since the age
of 13. I pick up instruments and work them out’
In parallel, the young Nick started
experimenting with woodwinds and
bagpipes before realising that he wanted to
play a more English repertoire.
And so he was drawn to experiment with
his dad’s melodeon, and he still plays quite a
lot for dancing today.
A couple of clarinet lessons at age seven,
a few formal guitar lessons years later and
then occasional piano lessons in his late
teenage years were the sum of Nick’s formal
training until he decided to study music at
A-level at Hills Road college in Cambridge.
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He freely admits that he struggled;
the lack of “years and years of private
instrumental tuition”, unhelpful teachers
and a syllabus that was highly theoretical
all came together to expose Nick’s weak
musical foundations.
Nevertheless, today, Nick is proud of the
fact that of the 120 people in his subject
cohort, he is one of only two who are making
a living from music!
He surmounted the difficulties of music
theory and went on to read ethnomusicology
at London University’s School of African and
Oriental Studies.
While studying the music of the Middle
East, north Africa or north India, on
such courses as the one entitled Music,
Shamanism and Healing, Nick made a
key discovery.
This was the understanding that only a
very small amount of the music that is made
by humanity has actually been notated –
and even less of it has been notated by the
western method.

I think that for Nick this became a licence
to roam, so that his interest in the theory
of music could develop at its own pace in
directions that he himself valued.
It was at university that Nick’s interest
in English traditional folk music began to
evolve. Perhaps the key to appreciating
Nick the man and Nick the musician is to
recognise the route that he took to this
engagement with English music.
Among the exotic musics that he was
encouraged to study from a formal academic
point of view at university, Nick found that
English traditional folk music had not, as
was commonly thought, once died out and
been reengineered from DNA embedded
in transcriptions and manuscripts in the
manner of a dinosaur in Jurassic Park. It was
actually very much alive and well.
He found, to his surprise, that there were
many recordings of original renditions
of English traditional folk music made in
the mid-20th century when tape recorder
technology became more easily available –

Folk London
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and true folk performers were still alive. This
discovery of a traditional folk music that was
identifiably English yet set among the other
musical traditions that he was studying,
seems to have been an “aha moment” for
Nick. That English traditional folk music
was accessible through the performance of
people who had inherited the tradition made
the genre immediate and authentic to him.
From here it seems that Nick’s
professional life began to develop through
a process of deep reflection on music
generally and on English traditional folk
music specifically. As a consequence of
that thinking, Nick
has very clear values
when it comes to his
music.
For make no
mistake, the
Englishness of
Nick’s music is very
important to him. His
reflections on music
have resulted in Nick
working by a set of what he calls “rules”.
While quite happy to treat his own rules
as guidelines to be broken, he does liken
them to a set of ethical values rather than to
a fixed code of morality.
As an example, one rule states: “If
you’re going to provide a harmonic
accompaniment, be it chords or wherever,
you can only use the notes of the mode that
you’re singing.”
As Nick explains this to me, he
enthusiastically grabs a guitar and plays
part of Dives And Lazarus, a song that
features on his new album, Nick Hart Sings
Ten English Folk Songs, and which he tells
me is his favourite song from that collection.
I say that he grabs “a” guitar rather
than “his” guitar because Nick’s studio
is full of instruments – guitars, banjos,
banjoleles, mandolins, viols, woodwinds and
much more.
He confesses: “I’ve been an autodidact
since the age of 13. I just pick up instruments
and sort of work them out.” I marvel at the
talent and patience.

Keen to tell me more of how he applies his
rules, Nick explains that he is an inveterate
“consumer of traditional music from around
the world”. Currently he is listening to a lot
of qawwali music (Sufi Islamic devotional
singing) from Pakistan and although such
listening provides Nick with entertainment
and pleasure he never actually stops
thinking about how other, non-English,
traditional musics relate to the English
music that he plays.
I ask a naive question about the
importance of authenticity in music and
cite Paul Simon’s Graceland album. Nick
gently explains that
since the traditional
way of singing
English folk songs is
unaccompanied then
as soon as you put
any accompaniment
to a traditional song
you change it and
it becomes less
authentic.
And then the imposition of harmonic
structures on songs is, in Nick’s view, a
further step away from authenticity. He does
not have to spell out to me that he sees
Graceland as many, many steps away from
appropriate adaptation of folk music.
He worries a lot that he himself is not
doing things properly in terms of his
own approach to accompaniment. He
is nevertheless happy that on the new
album there are a couple of songs with
instrumental accompaniment but no
underlying chordal harmony – although
he also freely admits that the album also
contains instances where his “rules” have
been broken.
Perhaps the rules are a Platonic ideal to
which Nick strives? I for one have no doubt
that, in time, he will achieve those heights
of perfection.
All this talk of structure and rules
raises the question of whether Nick is a
theoretician or a performer, a musician or
an artist? Nick sees himself as a performing
musician. He has done his share of jobbing

‘Probably a third of the
time I spend on stage
at my gigs is chatting
between songs, and I will
often be very, very silly’

Folk London

musician work: weddings and various
events, but he does not consider himself
adaptive enough to jump rapidly from
one project to another in the way that his
good friend Martin Robertson, professor
of saxophone at the Royal College of
Music, does.
But while Nick thinks his music through,
performance is the most important thing
for him. He says that each performance is
an exploration of extemporisation and the
result “may not be wildly different from
one gig to another, but it’s fundamentally
important that I bring my music to life anew
each time it is performed”.
And yet, beyond this continuing reflection
on his musical practice, Nick tells me that at
“a lot of my gigs, probably a third of the time
I spend on stage is chatting between songs,
and I often will be very, very silly”.
There’s still time to experience Nick’s
on-stage silliness and astonishing
take on English traditional folk music

Walthamstow Folk Club
Ye Olde Rose & Crown, Hoe Street E17 4SA
Every Sunday from 7:30pm

June/July 2022
JUNE 12

Opening singaround / FREE
JUNE 19

Tom Reid with CHAS
26 JUNE

Pete Morton
3 JULY

Jim Mageean
10 JULY

The Klezmer Klub
17 JULY

Peta Webb & Ken Hall
ADMISSION £10 (£8 UNWAGED)
www.walthamstowfolk.co.uk

during his current tour, which takes in
Cambridge, Brighton and the Fire in the
Mountain festival.
Among songs from Nick Hart Sings
Ten English Folk Songs, I would expect
that you will hear what in my view is the
definitive performance of The River Don’t
Run – a contemporary song about the
transformation of the area of London that
became St Pancras station in the mid-19th
century and the consequent redirection of
the River Fleet.
Nick has taken words by Richard Guard
and Anna Crockatt and put them to music,
a combination that results in both the
beautiful telling of an extraordinary love
story and the creation of a historical record
in one fell swoop.
He is also likely to finish his set off with
The Yellow Handkerchief – a song that was
first noted in Limerick in the 1850s but was
still well known in the 1960s, not only in
Nick’s native East Anglia but also among
Travellers throughout southern England.
Nick’s performance of it stays true to the
song’s traditional origins (and to Nick’s own
“rules”!) and it has become something of a
signature song of his.
Nick has made a long anthropological
journey to find English traditional folk music
and to set its performance into a context
that seems as enchanting as it is unique.
He is a very intense young man and, as
we end our conversation, I ask him if he is
serious about life. “I’m very serious about
life. I think there are a lot of things that
ought to be taken very seriously. I take these
songs very seriously,” he tells me, speaking
of his latest album.
But he goes on to assure me, just in case
I have formed the impression that he is all
cerebral, that “I think generally I’m a very
jovial person in the pub, you know?”
I know – and I really look forward to
buying Nick a pint next time I’m in Bristol.
There remains an awful lot more to
talk about.

FOLK
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Wed 1 Jun

Fri 17 Jun

Fri 8 Jul

Chris Smither

Le Vent du Nord

Thu 16 Jun

Spiers & Boden
(concert & workshop)

Madison Violet

Thu 30 Jun

kingsplace.co.uk/folk

90 York Way, London, N1 9AG

Ten English Folk Songs is reviewed on page 31.
For more details see nickhartmusic.com

The Outside Track
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Maypole meets hip hop meets
clogging in Folk Dance Remixed
SARAH LLOYD talks to the street performers’ founder Kerry Fletcher
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9-11 September 2022

It’s our 30th Anniversary!

A weekend of free and ticketed concerts, over 60 dance
sides from across the UK, dance displays, dance and music
workshops, craft fayre, children’s activities and ceilidh.

All tickets available on line

Follow us
swanagefolkfestival

Information correct at time of printing

www.swanagefolkfestival.com/tickets/

Celebrating
30 yea
of music & drs
ance!

A weekend of fun,
for everyone!

All based around the sea front and town centre

Our webpage

www.swanagefolkfestival.com

Book your tickets!

F

olk Dance Remixed bill themselves
as a “fresh, quirky, colourful and
magical collision of traditional,
hip hop and folk dance and
music styles”.
They go out onto the streets with the
aim of bringing dance to young people,
performing a genre-breaking mix of maypole,
clogging, breakdance and more that reflects
the long, diverse work of their founder and
joint artistic director, Kerry Fletcher.
In 2021 Kerry was awarded a gold badge
by the English Folk Dance and Song Society
(EFDSS) in recognition of her work as a

PHOTO: FOLK DANCE REMIXED

Our fantastic line up includes - Seth Lakeman, Oysterband, Faustus, Sheelanagig, Man the Lifeboats,
Geoff Lakeman & Rob Murch, Monkey See Monkey Do, The Magpies, Suthering, Amy Thatcher &
Fran Knowles, Old Baby Mackerel, Tinderbox, Banter, Honey & the Bear, Mother Ukers, Bram Taylor,
Wareham Whalers, Kelp and more...

Folk Dance Remix perform in the Olympic Park
performer, choreographer, teacher and
workshop leader of folk dance.
For a number of years Kerry has also
coordinated the EFDSS Folk Educators
Group, which brings together educators
from around the country, sharing good
practice, developing skills and creating
support networks. On the day we spoke
Kerry was “trying to do all my roles in
one day!”
Kerry grew up in Whitstable, Kent, where
her mother ran a folk club. “I have been

Folk London

Friday 9th September 7.30pm
Ceilidh with the Hosepipe Band &
Mary Panton
John Peel Centre

Saturday 10th September
Concerts Sessions Storytelling
Music Song Dance Talks
At venues across Stowmarket
Celebrating East Anglian Musical Traditions

Booking opens 1st July 2022
www.eatmt.org.uk
E:info@eatmt.org.uk
07495 054669
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dancing for years,” she says, “Morris and
English clog styles, going to festivals and
dancing in ceilidhs.”
She was inspired by a “brilliant
Appalachian dancer” at a festival and so
became “an Appalachian dancer for a long
time”. In the 1980s Kerry danced in The
Everlasting Circle, a touring show of English
folk music, dance and song, and then
toured with the Albion Band as a dancer in
the Albionettes.
This encouraged her as both a dancer
and choreographer to use folk dance in the
creation of new work.
Around this time Kerry danced with the
Paddington Pandemonic Urban Express
Molly Dancers. Kerry
is proud that “as long
ago as that” they
were the first team to
stop the traditional
practice of painting
their faces black. They
opted instead for blue,
“a bit Smurf-like, but
so much better than
offending people”.
Kerry can’t believe that the practice
of blackening faces is still going on, even
though most dance teams have given it
up. She recounts how at a festival, only a
few years ago, some of the dancers in her
company, who had not encountered this,
were very upset by it.
Kerry did raise the issue with the
organisers but sadly is yet to receive any
kind of apology. “Causing offence to anyone
in the name of tradition is not acceptable,”
she says. Kerry adds that “it is important
to talk about practices of the past and their
possible origins and then make changes …
and move on”.
Kerry studied dance further on a one-year
foundation course in Tower Hamlets, based
around ballet, jazz and contemporary dance.
However it also provided the opportunity
to experience a much wider range of genres
including Indian kathak, flamenco from Spain
and a range of dances from west Africa, in
particular from Ghana.

“I loved all of it,” she says. Kerry then
trained as a community leader for dance and
qualified as a teacher in adult education.
“Doing this training as a folk dancer felt
really good,” she says, adding: “I didn’t think
there would be people doing that.”
As we go on to talk about Folk Dance
Remixed, the dance company of which Kerry
is joint artistic director and founder, it is
clear how her own background in dance
education and delight in a wide range of
dance genres has influenced her work.
The beginnings of Folk Dance Remixed go
back over a decade to when East London
Dance (ELD) contacted EFDSS with a view to
creating work involving folk dance.
Rachel Elliott, the
EFDSS education
director, put them
in touch with the
obvious person,
Kerry. Together with
Natasha Khamjani, a
core member of ELD
who had worked on
choreography for
the 2012 Olympic
ceremonies, they created a workshop called
Street Dance The Maypole.
“We would do a maypole dance and use
street dance styles to make it more relevant
and accessible to young people.” Kerry
adds: “Morris dance is a kind of street dance
anyway and can be adapted.”
However, it was a challenge to encourage
people to make the step from watching
to joining in. “We wanted it to be a family
thing and we wanted to do more with young
people but we found it hard to engage them
because a) they didn’t really know what it
was and b) some of the connotations [of
Morris] were not great.”
So they decided to form a professional
company so that they could perform and
“people would go ‘Wow!’” and could see
what was possible.
Some money from the Olympic Legacy
Fund enabled the initial work with dancers
and musicians. Although not successful
in the initial bid for Arts Council funding,

‘We would do a maypole
dance and use street
styles to make it more
relevant and accessible
to young people’

Kerry and Natasha went ahead anyway and
created a professional company touring
a 30-minute work, Step Hop House, while
work continued to develop Street Dance The
Maypole and Ceilidh Jam.
Since then the company has received
continuing support from Arts Council
England and is an associate company of
EFDSS and ELD.
Kerry describes how they take elements
from folk dance and hip hop and mix them.
“For The Waves Of Tory (a traditional
dance) you stand in a longways set in
lines, you go forwards and back, crossover,
forwards and back, crossover. Then
you peel out, go under and arch, then
everybody swings.
“With a family audience we might have
lions and tigers lines, come forward and
roar, then peel out. Then we might merge
with the African American 1970s soul train
style so people can boogie down in pairs so
the dance becomes a soul train.”
Kerry says: “We put street dance footwork
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into the Cumberland Square Eight. So we
really try to remix it.”
This also applies to the music, as the
company work with beatboxers and
bass players as well as more traditional
fiddle players.
In recent years Folk Dance Remixed
worked with Katherine Mueller from the
University of Connecticut as part of her PhD
studies. She describes
the company as “a
playful reimagining of
English folk”.
Kerry says the
company felt that
Step Hop House
was “a light-touch
entertainment show,
which we love, but
we wanted to have a
more political message. The arts, especially
outdoor arts, are very good at that.”
Working with Katherine helped them
to realise that they were already saying
something through the diversity of the
company, their cultural backgrounds being
more representative of the wider population.
Katherine points to “the layers of
symbolic and political meaning that can

Folk Dance Remixed work with beatboxers and
bass players as well as traditional musicians
be read into their public performances”.
She suggests that cultural exchange
and collaboration is “the core of their
company mission”.
Kerry believes that being an outdoor arts
company also helps to remove barriers and
their events are often,
but not always, free.
The company also
work in ways that
are easy to adapt for
different ages and
abilities.
Kerry tells me
that for Natasha,
her fellow artistic
director, the great
thing is that connections are made visible
through people holding hands or holding
ribbons together.
“Natasha is a complete convert,” she
adds. “Any show or company she works with
has to have a ceilidh at their after-party.”
Kerry shares a quote from a workshop
participant: “I didn’t know I needed a
maypole in my life, but now I do!”

‘We wanted to have a
more political message.
The arts, especially
outdoor arts, are
very good at that’
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Of course, all of this does not always
go down too well with some of the more
purist elements of the English folk dance
world. The company have been accused of
“ruining” traditional dance.
However, Kerry gives as an example how
Appalachian dance is a fusion of styles with
aspects going back to European, African and
Native American dances. “That process took
centuries and was probably not a conscious
thing, whereas we are choosing to make this
fusion of dance styles which are relevant to
people today.”
She adds: “Ultimately it is the music that
drives us as dancers.”
Their most recent work, Hope,
commissioned by EFDSS, has taken the
company in a new direction, off the street
and onto the stage. They worked with
Bernadette Russell, the author of How To
Be Hopeful, with whom they had worked
previously. “This work has turned out to
be even more relevant now because of the
pandemic and the state of the world.”

Live Music Venue

Previous shows have not included speech,
so the dancers had to become actors too.
Kerry is keen to stress that all the dancers
train equally in all the dance genres, which
she sees as “opening doors”.
Having completed a short tour of Hope,
they would very much like to take it on the
road again in the not too distant future.
“We are always looking for sponsors,”
says Kerry.
Over the summer months there is a good
chance of seeing and above all joining in
with one of Folk Dance Remixed’s other
shows in and around London and at festivals
further afield.
Step Hop House will be at the Southbank
Centre at midday on 2 June. Later in the
month they are appearing at the Birmingham
International Dance Festival and in July at
the Hartlepool Waterfront Festival. You will
no doubt find yourself dancing!
For more details see folkdanceremixed.com
and kerryfletcher.co.uk

★ Folk ★ Blues ★ Jazz

62 Sweyn Road, Cliftonville, Margate CT9 2DD

June 2 Steve Ashley
June 9 Gabriel Mareno
June 15 Jazz at 8 with Tony Hudd
and guests £10
June 16 Hannah Scott
June 26 French Connection French /
Breton music/dance 12 - 5 £5
July 7 Skinner & Twitch
July 14 Iona Lane

July 20 Jazz at 8 with Tony Hudd &
guests
July 21 Katy Carr
July 25 Step/clog workshop 12-1 £10
July 28 Theo Mizú
July 31 French Connection (as above)
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usually 7pm doors, £12
cosy seated concerts on one level & bar
07902140248
1st hour livestreamed

tickets/link www.rosslyncourt.com/concerts

Sept 10th—24th
St Ives, Cornwall

LINDISFARNE, PEGGY
SEEGER, SETH LAKEMAN
EMILY BARKER with Lukas Drinkwater
BROOKS WILLIAMS AND DAN WALSH
THE COUNTRYMEN  FOS BROTHERS

Will Keating & John Dowling  Bryher's Boys
Alistair Brown  Winter Mountain  Long For The Coast
Our Atlantic Roots … and more
Other music includes: Dr Feelgood, Laurence Jones, Fleetwood Mac Songbook,
Molly Hocking, John Otway and Wild Willy Barrett...and much more.
INFO AND TICKETS AT

www.stivesseptemberfestival.co.uk
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New Roots: a day of delicious
surprises from future folk stars
VALMAI GOODYEAR reports on this year’s competition for young musicians

‘O

wn the stage,” said Ffion
Mair, introducing the judges’
comments. “It’s yours from the
moment you walk on until the
moment you walk off. Engage
the listeners. Talk to them. Don’t hesitate to
adjust your tuning on stage if you need to.”
It was a delight to be back at the Trestle
Arts Base, St Albans, for the 22nd New Roots
competition for young musicians under 25
years old. Because of Covid, the 21st event
had to be postponed from 2020 and then
moved online to November 2021.
This was another inspiring day full
of delicious surprises for listeners,
organised as always by the redoubtable
Alison Macfarlane. It is a privilege to hear
young musicians developing their own
musical voices.
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This year’s New Roots performers playing a
session while the judges were out of the room
Performers from all over the country
submit recordings of up to 15 minutes, in all
styles of traditional and contemporary folk,
roots or world music. There isn’t a winner:
the four judges listen carefully to the music
sent in, looking for quality of performance
and material rather than polished
recordings, and invite the best dozen or so
to perform at the final concert.
Then the judges retire to prepare
comments, encouragement and suggestions
to help each one develop their performance.
Those who aren’t chosen to perform on the
day still get helpful comments.
There’s a lively session for all the
participants while the judges are out of the
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room, and you can bet the judges would love
to be playing in it themselves.
Those who take part in the concert
are guaranteed
performance
opportunities at a
range of supporting
folk music festivals
and clubs, giving
them a chance to play
outside their normal
home territories.
This year’s
judges were Cohen
Braithwaite-Kilcoyne, a singer, melodeon
and concertina player solo and with the
band Granny’s Attic; Ffion, who sings Welsh
traditional songs with the Foxglove Trio;
Andy Stafford, a Chippenham Festival
organiser, venue and stage manager and
musician; and me, an organiser of Lewes
Saturday Folk Club in Sussex. Barry
Goodman, a caller, musician and singer,
compered the whole event.
This year there were 10 finalists, including
one who would have been with us last
year but for illness. As always, the range of
material and talent was not only impressive,
but also highly enjoyable.
Ruby and Eve began with a beautiful
interplay of traditional tunes on two fiddles;
the East Corner Trio brought tight, varied
and entertaining traditional tunes from
home and abroad on melodeon, banjolin,
flute and pipes; the family band Third Time
Lucky gave us the first songs of the day, with
some pleasing vocal harmonies, and tunes
on fiddle, cajón, guitar and piano.
Alex Jenkins played delicate Welsh dance
music on his harp and sang in both English
and Welsh. Callum Granger was the first to
offer songs he had written, with guitar, on
topics ranging from personal emotions to
the suffering of refugees.
Sona were the first to offer mouth music
in three-part harmony, then a witty selection
of tunes and a ballad of shipwreck from
Australia. Jasper Kanachowski played Irish
dance music on Anglo concertina and sang
with bouzouki.

Piers Gorick played traditional and his
own tunes on bouzouki, sang, and was
the first to invite the audience to join in a
chorus.
Katherine Kaims
sang traditional
songs and a more
recent one, playing
ukulele with inventive
musicality.
Finally, Willow
Changelings played
folk-rock songs of
their own, one of them
creatively linking the lore of changelings
with child cruelty, and a subtly altered song
from the tradition, using guitars, fiddle and
electric piano.

‘Those who take part
in the concert are
guaranteed performance
opportunities at a range
of festivals and clubs’

The deadline to enter next year’s event is 31
January 2023. See stalbansfolkmusic.org.uk/
new-roots.htm or contact Alison Macfarlane
(alison.macfarlane@lineone.net or 01727 852111)

Summer Excursion
From August 9, Sharp’s Folk Club
singaround sessions will continue
every Tuesday (8-11pm) in the
upstairs bar at

MAP Studio Cafe
46 Grafton Road
Kentish Town
London NW5 3DU
Tel: 0207 916054
mapstudiocafe.com/
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11–14th August 2022
O’Hooley & Tidow | Nancy Kerr & James Fagan
Granny’s Attic | Janice Burns & Jon Doran | Narthen
Jez Lowe | The Wilson Family | Pons Aelius | Amelia Coburn
Steve Turner | Nick Dow | Marie Little | Alan Reid
Holly and the Reivers | Ironopolis Singers (Graeme Miles Show)
Monkey’s Fist | Dick Miles | Doc Harvey and the Phillistans
Grace Smith Trio | Heather Ferrier | Chris and Steve Wilson
Cream Tees | Mrs Ackroyd | Paul Lucas & Alan Young
Stanley Accrington | Richard Grainger | Beyond the Pail
Patchwork | Fylingdales Folk Choir | Bob Fortune | Dogwatch
Beth Burrows | Feet First | Locos in Motion | The Jovial Pierrots
Harlequin North West Morris | Flagcrackers of Craven | Jet Set
And more to be announced!
Concerts | Dance Displays | Singarounds
Musician Sessions | Workshops | Camping
Community Projects | Craft Fair

Weekend Ticket £80
Buy tickets or find out more

saltburnfolkfestival.com
or phone 07375 890581
Sponsors and affiliations
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The Brothers Gillespie
The Merciful Road
Self-released TBGCD003

The Merciful Road is Sam and James
Gillespie’s third album, a lockdown album,
an album inspired by “grace of life in
troubled times”. It was recorded in a cottage
close to the banks of the Tweed, on analogue
equipment, by the producer and recording
engineer Tim Lane, who also produced the
brothers’ last album, The Fell.
Sam and James also played a large part
in the recording and production this time
around, a role they had previously left to
someone else. Guest musicians are used
sparingly but to great effect. Jen Hill plays
double bass, Siannie Moodie Celtic harp and
Mairead Kerr piano.
Followers of the brothers’ work up to now
will certainly not be disappointed with this
beautiful album. They continue to make
enthralling music “inspired by the wild soul”
of the land in which they live. These are
sublime songs about home and belonging.
They weave a unique magic around
themselves, their rich tenor voices both
blessed with a hint of natural vibrato,
their guitar and fiddle playing elegant
and graceful.
Seven of the eight songs are their own,
the other being a version of the traditional
Border parting song When Fortune Turns
The Wheel.
Those of you familiar with the delightful
version by Jackie Oates should prepare
your ears for a quite different interpretation.
It’s almost hymnlike in quality, and simply
breathtaking. The only instrument is
Moodie’s harp. The power in the simplicity
here is enough to knock you off your feet.
Great Aunt Catherine is reminiscent of the
Incredible String Band in its musical twists
and turns – an easy comparison perhaps,
but I think there are similarities between the
bardic style and soul of the String Band and
the brothers.
At just under seven minutes, it is the
longest song on the album, and tells the
story of a branch of James’ and Sam’s

The Brothers Gillespie: ‘simply breathtaking’
ancestors who left the Highlands for New
Zealand and Australia. It is through their
great-aunt’s research that the brothers
still have a link with this branch of
their ancestry.
Anyone who has seen the brothers live
will surely attest that it is an experience
that will stay with you. There is a feeling of
warmth that exudes from them and affects
everyone in the room.
The music on this album strives to find
love and belonging in a world that seems
to be falling apart. I am not usually given to
grand statements, but I think this will be one
of the finest albums you will hear this year!
Available from thebrothersgillespie.com
Nygel Packett (The Goose Is Out!)

Nick Hart
Nick Hart Sings Ten English Folk Songs
Roebuck Records RRCD03

Nick’s a young singer deeply rooted in
the English tradition. And yet he only
discovered his passion for traditional song
after having played instrumental music
for many years and while studying for an
ethnomusicology degree.
Nick’s subsequent investigative
exploration of recordings of late-20thcentury source singers led to a keen
appreciation of the nuances of traditional
singing and a reverent respect for
these singers.
He also developed a hardline attitude to
the effective accompaniment of folk songs,
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which he demonstrated par excellence on
his 2017 debut album Nick Hart Sings Eight
English Folk Songs and its equally plainly
titled 2019 sequel Nick Hart Sings Nine
English Folk Songs. So you don’t need a
degree in Only Connect to guess the title of
the third album in the sequence.
Nick’s latest album, recorded almost
entirely at home during lockdown, still
contains four typically stylish pared-down
renditions (Jack Hall, Lemany, the carol
Under The Leaves Of Life and the rather less
well-known ballad The Bold Pedlar & Robin
Hood), mostly employing basic vocals-andguitar.
But that’s where the straight similarity
ends. The remaining six songs sport
beguiling, albeit still often quite spare,
accompaniment using a number of
instruments and an altogether wider palette.
The Outlandish Knight is sung to
harmonium and whistle, while Dives &
Lazarus is supported by what sounds like a
home-made gourd banjo, with whistle and
clattering percussion. Two tracks (including
Nick’s intriguing account of the sea ballad
Henry Martin) bring in Tom Moore on viola.
Nick’s original setting for the tragic tale
of Lucy Wan employs clarinet and viola,
while a five-piece vocal chorus joins in on a
May Song which has its origins in villages in
Essex and Cambridgeshire.
I continue to rejoice in the outstanding
quality and consistency of Nick’s singing,
and the intensity of his feel for the texts – his
care in researching and assembling versions
that make good narrative sense.
On The Outlandish Knight, for instance,
Nick has supplemented the mesmerising
version he learnt from Mary Ann Haynes
with extra verses from Jumbo Brightwell’s
commanding rendition.
And I like the way Nick’s liner notes point
to unusual melodic aspects in addition to
providing informative perspectives on the
texts he uses.
His closing hymnal, Our Captain Calls,
is capped by a snatch of the Holst melody
(from Jupiter) that formed I Vow To Thee My
Country; the resonance is clear.
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Nick’s intelligently no-frills “what it says
on the tin” approach to traditional song is
an inspiration to us all and a role model for
today’s interpreters of this repertoire.
Available from nickhartmusic.com
David Kidman

Hannah Rarity
To Have You Near

Self-released HR085HYN
On this, her follow-up to the 2018 debut
album Neath The Gloaming Star, the Scottish
singer-songwriter Hannah Rarity has
produced a gem of an album, made possible
through a Kickstarter campaign and the
generosity of time and spirit of a cadre of
top-drawer musicians.
In this album she has expanded her
ambition to encompass well-placed
orchestral folk intertwined with songs of her
own and has dipped into some of the best
songwriters.
The string arrangements, by Seonaid
Aitken and John Lowrie, are expertly crafted
so as not to overpower the songs and the
weaving of acoustic guitar (Innes White)
and piano (John Lowrie) makes for a fine
backcloth to Hannah’s crystal clear and
expressive voice.
No synthesiser strings here but the
combined talents of violin players Aitken,
Katrina Lee, Patsy Reid and cellist Alice
Allen produce the authenticity of sound
which electronics still struggle to emulate.
The 10 tracks open with a jazzy-feeling
track, Home, co-written with Gordon
Maclean, which sets the lyrical tone of an
album created in lockdown when closeness
was in short supply for many of us.
Hannah’s own My Friend continues
that theme with a slow-tempoed, almost
bluesy form.
Gerry O’Beirne’s evocation of County
Clare, Shades Of Gloria, opens with the
dancing piano of Lowrie and builds to a
wholly beautiful and rich rendition.
The glory doesn’t stop there as Boo
Hewerdine’s I’m Not Going Anywhere follows
and Hannah is joined by Boo on vocals for a
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fine and graceful version of what I often refer
to as the “don’t let the bed bugs bite” song.
As a reflection of our past two-plus years,
Hannah’s choice of the much-covered
Stephen Foster song Hard Times (Come
Again No More) is by no measure an album
filler, such is her mastery of the song and
the arrangement.
The Tom Waits/Kathleen Brennan song
Take It With Me is taken elegantly and
followed by Hannah’s own She Must Be
Mad, with a sparse piano intro which builds
with sweeping strings. Hannah’s work
with elderly care-home residents inspired
Kaleidoscope, co-written with Maclean – a
haunting spiderweb of a song.
Scottish independence, again a live issue,
is reignited in Davy Steele’s Scotland Yet
with its refrain: “The choice will be upon us
soon tae set oor destiny.”
The album closes with Julie Matthews’
Comes The Hour, which Hannah delivers to
perfection.

vessel – as the notes say, age brings us all
ashore eventually.
Around The World And Back Again is the
HogEye men’s third album and it is their
finest yet.
Available from thehogeyemen.bandcamp.com
Sophie Lichens

The HogEye Men
Around The World And Back Again
Self-released

I have had the pleasure of getting to know
Garry Walker and Mike Green of the HogEye
Men at the weekly Zoom singaround hosted
by the London Sea Shanty Collective over
the course of the past two years, and it has
been a delight to hear them sing each week.
The HogEye Men, based in London and
the organisers of a monthly singaround of
their own in London Bridge, have quickly
become one of my favorite shanty groups
in that time, and this album does not
disappoint.
The ambitious 15-song tracklist includes
a great selection of traditional favourites
interspersed with Cicely Fox Smith
poems and a couple of originals by Garry,
all excellent choices and well-ordered.
The arrangements are pleasant and the
harmonies tight – all in all, a gem of an
album that any shanty enthusiast would be
wise to add to their collections.
Of particular note: Matthew Fielding
opens the album with a rousing Johnny
Come Down To Hilo; Steve Jackson presents
an exceptional Golden Vanity (based on
an arrangement by folk singer Sam Kelly);
Merchantmen and Mobile Bay, two Fox Smith
poems arranged by the Tyneside group the
Keelers, are warmly and thoughtfully sung
by Phil Weight; and Mike’s Hog Eye Man is
exactly what I was hoping for – a saucy and
energetic take on the group’s namesake.
My personal favorite is Don’t Let This
Sailor Die, by Garry, which serves as the
album’s closer. Garry sang this one at
the singaround a few months back, and I
was immediately taken with it (and later
quite touched to see the dedication in the
liner notes).
The story is of an old sailor perhaps past
his prime, struggling to find work aboard a

Ben & Dom
Shoulder

PHOTO: ELLY LUCAS

I can’t wait to see and hear Hannah live
singing these songs.
Available from hannahrarity.com
Joe Whittaker
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LaLaLa Records

Ben (See) & Dom (Stichbury) are a new
vocal duo from south London, but both
have long experience individually in singing,
arranging, composing and choir leading
– most pertinently Dom’s role in founding
two choirs for men, Chaps Choir and
Bellow Fellows.
Do you find some Simon and Garfunkel
too sweet and polished, with insufficiently
folky harmonies – or do you love the purity
and precision of that same S&G, with
interesting harmonies drawing from less
folky traditions? Whichever one it is, you
will probably think the same about B&D.
I had watched several YouTube clips
of Ben & Dom, and enjoyed a range of
traditional and more recent folk and folkadjacent songs sung in accomplished,
unaccompanied harmony, with voices that
go together well.
So I was taken by surprise by Shoulder – a
self-penned collection of six songs arising
out of a project focused on male expression,
with thoughtful lyrics drawing on interviews
with 30 men; themes include masculinity
(and what that means), male friendship and
support, expectations and mental health.
The songs are unaccompanied, and the
words above about the singing and the
harmonies hold true; the tunes themselves
do not have a typical folk feel to them, and
that may be a push too far for some.
I have in the past thought that I have
not come across enough folk songs about
friendship in its own right – beyond the
comradeship of drinking, work or war – and
I have regularly had cause to think about
what it means to be a man in the modern

Ben & Dom: ‘accomplished harmony’
world, so I am very much on board with
the impetus behind these songs, as well as
Ben & Dom’s commitment and desire to get
men singing.
The set of songs had a strongly unified
atmosphere, and I think I would enjoy the
songs more heard individually – as part of a
Ben & Dom gig setlist, say, in among others
(perhaps other folk and folk-adjacent songs
about male friendship and similar matters).
I think I will not listen to this CD as often
as I will listen to their YouTube version of
The Quiet Joys Of Brotherhood, but I will
certainly listen to Ben & Dom again, and
support their extolling of The Loud Joys Of
Men Singing Together, even those of us who
don’t sing as beautifully as they do.
Available from www.benanddom.com
Iain MacDonald

Topette!!
Bourdon

Topette!! TPT004
Bourdon – the French for bumblebee or
bagpipe drone – is the title of the fourth
Topette!! CD.
With a lineup of five fine musicians from
France and the UK, the band’s music is
French-flavoured acoustic dance music, with
the odd tune “borrowed” from non-French
sources. Revered diatonic accordionist Andy
Cutting, fiddler James Delarre and bassist
Barnaby Stradling are well-known figures on
the UK folk scene and bal dance scene, while
the French band members are celebrated
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bagpiper and banjoist Julien Cartonnet and
percussionist Tania Buisse.
Tania and Barnaby make up a precise and
hypnotically driving rhythm section, while
Andy, James and Julien are all clearly at the
top of their tunes-playing games.
But there’s more: for me, the most striking
feature of this band is its hugely effective
orchestration. Where other bands might
add instruments for variety and to lend
weight and drama to a tune, Topette!! deliver
fabulous contrasts, sweet combinations of
sounds and lovely harmonies.
I particularly liked James’ busy repeated
figure borrowed from the Baroque era in the
delicious slow final track La Couturière, the
way Andy and James playfully spar around
each other and Julien’s solid and very lush
banjo on Year Of The Metal Rat, and also
the way Winstanley’s builds to a climax with
Julien’s bagpipe decorating madly while the
rest of the band keep their harmonies clean
and clear.

FOLK AT THE CASTLE
First Sunday of the month 7.30pm at the Castle Pub, SE22
9JH, a walk or a short bus ride from East Dulwich station to
Crystal Palace Road.
5 June - NIAMH PARSONS AND GRAHAM DUNNE
This is a rare chance to catch one of Ireland's great singers, Niamh is
an outstanding interpreter of traditional and contemporary songs.
She was described by the great Archie Fisher as "a once or twice in a
generation singer". Graham is a virtuoso guitarist and when not
accompanying Niamh he does solo folk and jazz gigs. Check out their
amazing back catalogue and get here early. Doors open at 7.
www.niamhparsons.com Entrance is £12 tonight.
3 July - MITCHELL AND VINCENT
Dave Mitchell and Graham Vincent deliver traditional and
contemporary songs on fiddle and guitar. They play with warmth and
feeling, on instruments they have crafted themselves. Their live
performances are always memorable; Lyme folk weekend for example
described them as "the highlight of the festival, bringing the crowd to
tears one moment and to their feet the next".
www.mitchellandvincent.com
ENTRANCE usually £10, pay on the door. Doors 7pm
INFORMATION: 07957 789180
peterfmgreig@hotmail.com www.DulwichFolk.org.uk

This is a great album. Over the last month,
I played it to everyone who got in my car
and they all loved it too – even my poor wife,
who at the beginning of the first track got
so worried by the sound of the bumblebee
that I had to stop to let her jump out. You’ll
like it too, I’m sure, but I promise the bee
won’t sting …
Available from topette.bandcamp.com
Gavin Atkin

Catrin Finch and Seckou Keita
ECHO
Bendigedig BENDI9

This is the third album by the highly unusual
musical partnership of the Welsh harpist
Catrin Finch and Senegalese kora player
Seckou Keita. Both are masters of their
respective instruments and when their two
very different types of harp come together,
magic happens.
The duo have been described as “one of
the most successful cross-cultural global
music collaborations of the past decade,
a seamless union of harp and kora, Wales
and west Africa, western classical and
griot traditions, each echoing the other
in an evolving tale of mutual discovery
and delight”.
Both are accomplished composers and
arrangers too; all their material is original,
albeit often inspired by their musical
influences and traditions. Seckou also sings
on some tracks, in a gentle mellow vocal
style that blends nicely with the harps.
On this album, something new has been
added to the mix for four of the seven
tracks: a classical string section (from the
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic) of three
violins, two violas, a cello and a double bass.
Much as I hate to say this, for me,
this additional element is not a success.
The violins in particular can be a bit
overpowering at times, detracting from and
drowning out the complex tinkling interplay
of the two harps; to my ears at least, when
the violins come in the whole thing becomes
overloaded and leaves me with a feeling of
“less would have been more”.

Lewes Saturday Folk Club workshops 282-286
(Half price places for 2 under-25 year olds)
Elephant & Castle, White Hill, Lewes BN7 2DJ
To reserve workshop places & evening tickets
email valmaigoodyear@aol.com
We also run every Saturday night as a folk club.
Loyalty card: 6 evening visits = £5 off an evening

www.lewessaturdayfolkclub.org

01273 476757
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Saturday 11 June 10.45 - 4.45 Places £35 (2 under-25s £17)
Evening performance £10

JIM MAGEEAN, INGRID & BARRIE TEMPLE
SHANTIES & SEA SONGS

Saturday 9 July

10.45 - 4.45 Places £35 (2 under-25s £17)
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JOHN KIRKPATRICK: CONCERT BAND
ARRANGEMENTS for any instrument

Saturday 23 July
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JOHN KIRKPATRICK: VOCAL HARMONY

Sunday 24 July 10.45 - 4.45 Places £35 (2 under-25s £17)
Saturday evening performance £12
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Evening performance with MEL STEVENS £7
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This is a shame, especially on a beautiful
tune like Jeleh Calon (where it almost works
– if only they’d stuck to just the cello!).
My favourite track of the seven is the very
west-African-sounding and bowed-string-free
Tabadabang, which means “travel towards a
goal unknown” in Mandinka.
It’s a funny tale about Senegalese elders
with important “adult” business to discuss
sending any children who might be watching
from the sidelines off round the village on a
wild goose chase, in order to get them out of
their hair and at the same time give them a
bit of an innocent adventure.
Overall, a musically complex and highly
original recording, which for me sadly lacks
the pure magic of their earlier releases. But
you might disagree.
Available from bendigedig.org
Anja S Beinroth

in a whisper and others when gathering
crescendos provide dramatic contrasts.
Many of the tracks are mournful and
slow, with steady background rhythms from
the bodhrán, poignant fiddle solos and
solid accordion.
A fine example of the instruments
working together is Whiskey In The Jar. The
arrangement is in a minor key and a long
way removed from the rollicking choruses
we are used to. It emphasises the tragic
element of the song but gathers speed and
rhythm and the attention of the listener.
Also in a minor key is The Wild Rover,
sung, at times, in breathy whispers but also
with an increasing tempo.
Home Boys Home has a cheerful, catchy
arrangement with the tune given a bit of a
makeover which I rather liked.
The vocals are more to the fore here than
on some tracks and there is a beautiful long
fiddle solo. Towards the end the lyrics give
way to a lot of oohing and aahing, which I
thought a bit unnecessary.

Andy Irvine & Paul Brady
Andy Irvine/Paul Brady
Mulligan Records LUN CD 3108

Some albums stamp a very special mark on a
time and place. Andy Irvine and Paul Brady’s
1976 album is one such, standing at a pivotal
point between the recently defunct Planxty,
a Bothy Band on the eve of their own
masterpiece album, the stellar solo careers
of its two creators, and the ascendancy of
a record label that would finally give Irish
traditional music’s greatest studio genius
the free hand he needed – an album “right
on the cusp of a before and an after”, in the
words of Gareth Murphy’s splendid booklet
accompanying this sumptuous reissue.
At 44 beautifully illustrated pages, it
is more properly a book, and Murphy is
the perfect guide to the album’s history,
contents and significance.
Irvine, Brady, fiddler Kevin Burke and
producer/all-round genius Dónal Lunny
assembled a rich and complex album of
glorious depth.
The opener, Plains Of Kildare, set the
tone straight away, with its sophisticated
galloping time changes. The notes give
Lunny due credit for an attention to rhythm

and accompaniment that was relatively
unusual at the time in Irish music, but this
worked because of the adeptness of the
players themselves.
Here were four musicians playing,
arranging and producing at the top of their
game, inventive and unleashed without
losing coherence or discipline.
There are songs that came to be
authoritatively identified with Brady (Arthur
McBride And The Sergeant), evidence of
Irvine’s own sophisticated songwriting
(Autumn Gold), ripsnorting tunes (Fred
Finn’s Reel/Sailing Into Walpole’s Marsh)
that combine a delicate dexterity with a
ferociously escalating excitement, and
clever reassemblies of fragmentary older
material, such as Irvine’s reconstruction of
Bonny Woodhall.
All of this is produced with Lunny’s aural
sensitivity and invention, as in the multitracked hurdy-gurdy on Lough Erne’s Shore.
Above all it is an album of dedicated
delight in its music, swaggering and romping
with unabashed joy in its accomplished
independence, as in Irvine, Brady and
Lunny’s three-part harmony opening
Martinmas Time.
It remains a magnificent triumph, and this
wonderfully packaged reissue more than
does it justice.
Available from propermusic.com
Paul Cowdell

The Haar
Where Old Ghosts Meet

Under The Eaves Records UTE 006
The Haar are an Irish quartet and this, their
second album, is a collection of eight wellknown traditional Irish songs.
There may be a risk of thinking you’ve
heard it all before but the band bring
their own original arrangements and
interpretations to them, so it is well worth
a listen.
First up is Carrickfergus and the vocals
are immediately striking. Molly Donnelly has
a voice that seems to rise to any occasion.
There are times when she sings almost
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The first two verses of Donal Og are
spoken, which is an effective way of drawing
attention to the lyrics. This song is an
ideal platform for Molly to demonstrate
the versatility of her voice. Her expression
is exquisite and perfectly matches the
sentiment of the song.
The last track is Wild Mountain Thyme. It
has a wonderful but too short intro on the
accordion. The instrumental arrangement
is beautiful – again, the emphasis is on the
tragedy behind the lyrics.
The interpretations of these songs provide
food for thought to lyrics which we might
take for granted, having joined in the more
traditional versions in folk clubs for so long.
You haven’t heard it all before!
The instrumentalists in The Haar are
Adam Summerhayes on fiddle, Murray
Grainger on accordion and vibrandoneon
(a type of melodica, I had to look it up!) and
Cormac Byrne on bodhrán.
Available from thehaar.bandcamp.com
Pal Carter
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It’s not even two years since I reviewed
Anna’s wonderful solo album Anchoress,
praising her persuasive insight into
traditional song.
Hatching Hares is the swift (hare?
geddit?) follow-up, and it represents both
a continuation of and a development from
its predecessor. This time round, the
proportion of songs to instrumental tracks
is 10 to five, with material both familiar and
unfamiliar being given Anna’s affectionate
personal spin.
With settings that are almost always
stripped-back and invariably refined and
precise, the mood Anna creates is one of
timeless tradition stretching back into both
the medieval era and folk memory.
She’s at ease performing music from
English traditional song (Brigg Fair, Lovely
Joan, The Snow It Melts The Soonest)
through Scottish (a Robert Burns song, a
Shetland reel and a Gaelic puirt à beul) to
a pair of Swedish polskas to Anna’s own
compositions (two brief waltzes), with other
enticing diversions along the way.
The centrepiece of the collection, and
its most experimental item, is Anna’s
intriguing and idiosyncratic interpretation
of the ghostly “big ballad” The Holland
Handkerchief, where her pure, spectral
vocal is set within an eerie, jittery backdrop
conjured by the electronic sound artist srah
and featuring viola da gamba and percussion
both live and sampled.
In complete contrast, Anna gives us a
superb account of the Turlough O’Carolan
tune Planxty Irwin on hurdy-gurdy, with
Geoffrey Irwin on fiddle.
But this is not the album’s only moment of
tonal richness, for Anna coaxes sumptuous
sounds from cello, nyckelharpa, viola da
gamba, hurdy-gurdy – and indeed (on one
song) from the piano on the boat where
she lives.
These instruments throw Anna’s
impeccably poised high soprano into
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stark relief; her vocal delivery might be
described as impossibly pure and precisely,
unerringly pitched.
It must be said that not every listener will
warm to Anna’s super-high register and her
distinctively “cultured” singing style, and
not every kind of song sits quite right in
her voice.
Both the bouncy 5/4 Norfolk song
Fakenham Fair and Mike Waterson’s classic
tale of female empowerment A Stitch In
Time feel to be taken too fast for their own
comfort but Anna is clearly having great fun
there and also with the exuberant nonsense
song When I Was A Little Girl.
Hatching Hares is perhaps not quite as
uniformly compelling as its predecessor – at
least on three or four playthroughs – but
that would seem nitpicking in view of the
purity and involving presence (and sharp
contours) of Anna’s musical vision.
Available from annatam.co.uk
David Kidman

Belshazzar’s Feast
That’s All Folkies
Wild Goose WGS 437CD

Belshazzar’s Feast are Paul Hutchinson
on accordion, and Paul Sartin, who sings,
arranges, composes and plays violin
and oboe.
I must have seen these two Pauls live at
least a dozen times over the last 20 years
or so, and although I have bought some of
their albums, I have always thought of them
as a band best seen live. Now they are on a
farewell tour and have produced this album,
described as “a commiseration of 25 long
years together”, to coincide with the tour.
The album is made up of one track from
each of their previous albums plus three
previously unreleased tracks.
Seen live, the pair are hugely entertaining.
Between songs you get very dry standup
comedy at its best, and they always include
a few musical jokes in the programme.
The album title and the sleeve notes
reflect that comic approach. Sadly, only one
track features an introduction. The album
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does, however, include two of their musical
parodies of classical music.
The rest of the music is really taken very
seriously. The five songs are all rather
austere, as are many of the dance tunes,
which mix the self-penned with traditional
dances from Playford and Kynaston.
This is music for stately dancing rather
than anything boisterous. Even the uptempo
numbers all have a dark edge to them. The
exception is the sprightly Rumanian Dance
that thankfully follows the utterly depressing
traditional Doll Thy Ale.
This album is something of a souvenir and
aide-memoire for those of us who remember
their live performances. However, I suspect
that anyone coming to the album who hasn’t
seen them live is likely to be disappointed,
and probably not a little confused as to why
we are such devoted fans.
These are two fine musicians who will
continue to entertain us in other bands, and
no doubt at some time in the future we will
be queuing up to see them on one of their
inevitable reunion tours.
Available from belshazzarsfeast.bandcamp.com
Peter Slavid

phones are field recorders … songs of the
world are at our fingertips but who is the
mysterious writer of these ancient words?”
And since the Third Revival “makes
no apology for the mistakes of previous
revivals”, that means there’s a place for
the legions of other varieties of folk song
presentation and sources.
Fine – but I’m not so sure about the
rationale behind the deliberately headlinegrabbing “Third Revival is for that buttnaked streaker hacking into a Zoom
singaround session.”
But what the hell – the songs are great,
the interpretations are interesting and
sometimes challenging, the performances
are assured, instrumental work incisive and
tenderly judged, and Rupert and Bex work
together well.
Third Revival’s debut recording presents
four songs that were all written over a
hundred years ago.
The opener is the earliest, dating from
early Tudor times. Under the memorable
title of Jentil Belly Down, this song tells the
story of an unwanted, illegitimate pregnancy.
It receives a fittingly weird setting with
some imaginative, spooky touches including
a wonderfully disturbed fiddle solo – and
the artificially treated timbre given to Bex’s
vocal here might be felt to convey the
somewhat disoriented, “out-of-it” mood of
the protagonist.
Bonny Light Horseman, which follows,
is a comparatively well-travelled song, but
Rupert and Bex take the lament more in the
direction of a swinging country-waltzer with
a delightful swooping, diving fiddle line.
Three Ravens retells the familiar ballad,
with Rupert’s vocal lending an almost eerily
gentle, resigned tone to the narrative, joined
by Bex’s slightly unsettling harmony line and
a nicely rustic edge from the fiddle.
The EP’s finale is Bonny Blue
Handkerchief, an almost chirpy little song
rather reminiscent of Flash Company, given
a distinct jaunty, slightly country lilt and
neatly matched vocal harmonies that have
clearly been well honed during lockdown.
On the strength of this unpretentious yet

Isle ’Ave A Shanty
Swinging The Lamp
Self-released

Nowadays the landlocked Isle of Ely would
not be the first place to start a search for
a sea shanty crew but as with Halifax and
Todmorden, where the well-known Kimber’s
Men reside, proximity to the sea is no longer
a prerequisite in these heady days of the
shanty revival.
Prior to the draining of the Fens in
the 17th century, the Isle of Eels in
Cambridgeshire was in fact surrounded
with marshy wetlands and meandering
streams until a scheme by the Dutch
drainage engineer Cornelius Vermuyden
was implemented, funded by the wealthy
Gentleman Adventurers against strong
opposition from the local population.
So there is a watery connection, though
more freshwater eels than deep-sea trawling.

Six-piece, all-male a cappella crew Isle ’Ave
A Shanty, who first met in a local choir and
are based in the lovely riverside town of Ely,
have recorded their first album containing
many of the shanty canon’s standards.
These are supplemented by a local song, the
self-penned Fishermen Of Ely.
A cappella singing, particularly in
harmony, is quite demanding of the crew
members but, save for the occasional
wavering note, the singing is solid without
losing the vitality inherent in these working
sea songs from the days of the commercial
tall ships.
For someone new to sea shanties, the
likes of South Australia, Santiana, Nelson’s
Blood plus the more modern shanties by
Tom Lewis (A Sailor Ain’t A Sailor), Stan
Rogers (Northwest Passage) and Andrew
Cadie (Keep Hauling – made famous by
Fisherman’s Friends in their eponymous
movie) provide a good introduction to the
now vibrant shanty scene.
Hopefully they will make a return visit to
the replica of Frankie Drake’s Golden Hinde –
docked near Clink Street on the South Bank
– to pull them away from the many live gigs
they have for 2022 in their local area.
If not, a short train ride to Harwich for the
International Sea Shanty Festival in October
will enable you to hear them live.
Available from isleaveashanty.com
Joe Whittaker

Third Revival
Fallow Doe
Self-released

Third Revival are a duo consisting of
London-born and raised Rebecca (Bex)
Woolf and Rupert Browne; both sing and
play guitar and fiddle.
Both are familiar faces on the London folk
scene – Rupert used to co-run Tooting Folk
and Bex is part of Brazen Thieves – but this
four-tracker would appear to be their first
excursion into the recording studio.
Why the duo name, then? Well let me
introduce their credo-cum-call-to-arms:
“With Third Revival, books are phones and
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very satisfying little EP, I’m really looking
forward to hearing more from Bex and
Rupert. And yes, I strongly suspect that
“Third Revival is here to stay”.
Available on streaming services
David Kidman

Open Water
Above The Waterline

Waterbound Records WRCD002
Before discussing the music on this, the
band’s second CD, it’s worth saying that
it has one of the most gorgeous sleeves
I’ve seen in a long time. The cover, and the
booklet with all the lyrics, are covered with
spectacular Turner-inspired artwork by the
Kent artist Matthew Alexander.
That landscape, and the countryside of
Kent, provide much of the inspiration for
this album.
Other songs reflect the Welsh roots of the
singer Joanne Doolan, who wrote many of
the songs. Others are written and sung by
Richard Rozze, who also plays guitar, dobro
and mandolin. The music is generally written
by Rozze and fellow guitarist Jeff Alexander.
The CD is completed by the double bass of
Dave Whitford.
The band all have interesting histories.
Doolan started out as an actress and a jazz
singer, Rozze has a background in jazz and
blues, and Alexander mostly in classical and
flamenco.
The music is generally melodic with
occasional hints of Americana, and the
lyrics are created, as they describe it, to be
“hopeful, uplifting, often ‘spiritual’ music
that would unite all”.
The outstanding track for me is the
story song Lone Tree Hill, written and sung
by Rozze. It tells of an 18th-century love
triangle fight involving soldiers stationed
in Dover Castle. This is a rare example of a
historical folk song with a happy ending!
Mabinogion is Doolan’s love letter to
Wales. Evoking ballads and “great ancient
stones”, she hears “the might of the
mountains beckoning me, come home
again”. There is more Welsh influence in the
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title, at least, of the solitary tune The Return
Of Glyndwr.
There’s also a charming song inspired
by Rozze’s grandfather, who made doll’s
house furniture, and others about the joy of
childhood and the determination of a jilted
bride. Across all the songs, a love of the
countryside is a strong motif.
The album as a whole is pleasant and
charming, with some fine singing and quality
instrumentation. I look forward to seeing
this band live.
Available from openwatermusic.co.uk
Peter Slavid

Andy Martyn
Will We Give It A Go?
Self-released MARTYN001

Andy Martyn has been a notable participant
in the London Irish music scene for decades,
playing button accordion in sessions and in
bands from Alias Ron Kavana to Le Chéile
and Slip Jigolos.
He was brought up in the golden era
of Irish traditional music in London in
the 1960s and 70s and learned from the
best, including Brendan Mulkere and the
accordion legend Finbarr Dwyer. Joe Burke
is also cited as a major influence.
This is Andy’s first release in his own
name, and it holds its own alongside some
classic Irish accordion players’ debut solo
albums, such as Sharon Shannon’s and
Josephine Marsh’s from the 1990s. Andy
has obviously taken quite some time and
deliberation before giving a solo album a go,
and he has made a success of it.
As you would expect, the accordion is
very much at the heart of each of the 14 allinstrumental tracks on Will We Give It A Go?
but with appropriate accompaniment from a
host of guests, most prominently John Carty
on banjo (and fiddle on one track), Matt
Griffin on acoustic guitar and Gino Lupari
on bodhrán.
Additional contributions come from
Barney Morse-Brown (cello), Sinead Egan
(guitar), Michael McGoldrick (snare drum),
Kevin Boyle (piano), Elaine Conwell (fiddle),

Tad Sargeant (bouzouki, bodhran), Trevor
Hutchinson (double bass) and Gerry Diver
(various instruments). The latter also takes
production credits, and he has done a truly
fine job here.
Despite being all-instrumental and
accordion-led, the album’s 14 tracks offer
plenty of variety.
Andy takes composer credit for five of the
tunes; the rest are drawn from musicians
he’s admired, listened to and played with
over the years.
Each track comes with credit of all
included tunes and composers and a note on
what they mean to Andy and how they came
to be in his repertoire.
Only a carefully selected few of the
numerous guests feature on each track, so
nothing feels overcomplicated or cluttered –
the arrangements are judged perfectly.
There is a good mix of reels, a few jigs
and hornpipes, barn dances and a waltz
plus four slow airs, some sounding like they
should have words set to them, and I could
just imagine Dolores Keane’s voice soaring
over the top.
If you enjoy Irish tunes, you will not be
disappointed by this album. It has been a
real pleasure to listen to. Give it a go!
Available from andymartynmusic.bandcamp.com
Anja S Beinroth
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Karl Sinfield
Sing Yonder, Vols 1 & 2
Karl Sinfield is a Derbyshire-based designer
and printmaker who will, his business
website says, help you with “your madcap
scheme”. Well, Karl also sings and plays with
the Gally Canters folk band, and he has a
madcap scheme of his own.
Wanting to expand his repertoire and
knowledge of traditional folk songs, he
settled on starting at the beginning of the
Roud Song Index (a catalogue of Englishlanguage folk songs, numbering in the
thousands and still being added to), looking
into information on and versions of No 1
(The Raggle Taggle Gypsies) and learning/
adapting a version to sing with simple guitar
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accompaniment, then doing the same for No
2 (The Unfortunate Lass), then No 3 ... and
so on.
Karl thought this might be of wider use
and interest, and so we have, so far, two Sing
Yonder songbooks, subtitled “Traditional
folk song for beginners”, containing simple
contemporary settings of songs in the
Roud Index. Each of these songbooks
contains a double-page spread for 10 folk
songs (Roud 1-10 and 11-20). On the righthand page is a set of lyrics with guitar
chords (names rather than diagrams, and
helpfully including an alternate set of chords
for a different, distant key).
On the left-hand page is a list of “also
known as” titles, a summary of the song’s
story and themes, “setting notes” on
the history and singing of the song in
general and the version he has chosen in
particular, a suggested further listening list,
and footnotes.
The footnotes are entertaining rather than
dry, and this is true of all the writing in the
songbooks (both song material and intro/
outro material, which also includes pointers
to useful folk resources (books, websites,
podcasts etc).
The text is interesting, informative and
written with wit and humour; both the text
and the arrangements meet the project’s
aims of being accessible for beginners and
newcomers to folk song. The songbooks
themselves are beautifully produced, very
clearly set on weighty paper; attention has
been paid.
Karl’s website (singyonder.co.uk) contains
mp3 sound files of him singing and playing
some of each song, and also contains a pdf
of each booklet. On his Bandcamp page
(karlsinfield.bandcamp.com) you can buy
the songbooks and the accompanying
sound files.
Why would you, when you can listen to
the mp3s and download the pdfs from his
website? Because the songbooks are good
and lovely things to have, and because some
madcap schemes are to be encouraged.
Available from singyonder.co.uk
Iain MacDonald
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Ben Robertson
Rosewood
Self-released

North Wales-based Ben Robertson is a
virtuoso finger-picking guitarist in the
making.
You sit up and take notice from the very
beginning of this collection of traditional and
contemporary tunes and songs from across
the UK and Europe.
The opener, The Princess Royal, is a
jaunty trad tune arrangement that gets
my fingers tapping every time I play it. It’s
followed by one of the finest songs on the
album, Fotheringay by the late Sandy Denny.
He brings a fresh-sounding approach to
other covers including Dougie MacLean’s
High Flying Seagull and the album closer,
Paul Metsers’ Farewell To The Gold, here
performed with Ellie Gowers, which leaves
you looking forward to his next album.
Tunes range from the uptempo to the
more contemplative and reflective, such
as Loath To Leave, a Clare “Fluff” Smith
tune, and Fjellvåk, featuring Phoebe Rees
on fiddle, a Norwegian tune by Annlaug
Børsheim, John Ole Morken, and Olav
Luksengård Mjelva.
The tone that Ben produces from his
Fylde Oberon guitar is just a delight to listen
to. There is not a bad tune on this album
and there is such a mix that there is always
something new.
Ben has set the bar high but I feel he will
have no problem producing more of this
quality and I for one would be very happy.
Available from benrobertsonmusic.bandcamp.com
Allan Cairns

Nick Jones & Alice Kirby
Blackheath
Self-released

Welcome to 45 generous minutes of
happiness! Nick Jones on accordions,
piano and guitar and Alice Kirby on violin
and viola bring 17 instrumental tracks of
lively jigs, a few slow airs and some stately
melodies in between.
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The album seems to be designed to get
you dancing, then offer a bit of R&R before
you are back to your feet.
The first track, a set of two tunes,
Blackheath/The Goblin’s Dance, is a
wonderful arrangement for piano and fiddle.
The piano provides a pounding dance
rhythm which must put a smile on anybody’s
face and magic shoes on their feet. The
fiddle tune on top is pure joy.
It is one of six tunes written by Nick,
which between them demonstrate great
creativity and an appeal to a range of
emotions.
Perfect for morris dancers is The Man
Preaching At The End Of The World. I find I
am typing in time to the music. There is a lot
of humour in this tune, as in several others.
There are five “maggots” on this album – I
believe meaning a tune you can’t get out of
your head, like an earworm. These maggots
belong to a variety of characters, some
with names (My Lady Winwood’s Maggot/
Carey’s Maggot/Dick’s Maggot), one with
an occupation (Carpenter’s Maggot) and a
Hare’s Maggot. Hare’s/Carey’s Maggot is a
fiddle solo and offers a fine demonstration of
some very skilful playing.
There are also two bishops, of Bangor
and Chester respectively. Both have jigs
attributed to them. All I can say is: if that’s
what bishops are like when they are not in
the pulpit then there is hope for us all!
One should look at the contribution to
this album of some of the less energetic
tracks. Black Crow, written by Nick, is a slow,
romantic and beautiful melody for guitar
and accordion.
It is followed by another of his, Mrs Penny,
a thoughtful tune for accordion and piano.
Sicilienne In Eb Major, another slow piece,
has a distinctly classical feel to it, a gentle
flowing melody and the last chance to rest
before the dancing gets going again on the
final track, Dick’s Maggot, a thoroughly
rousing tune that made me want to join a
morris group!
Available from folklondon.co.uk and
nickjones1.bandcamp.com
Pal Carter
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Hannah Sanders & Ben Savage
Ink Of The Rosy Morning
Topic Records TSCD610

With a doctorate in witchcraft (I kid you not
– Anglia Ruskin University, 2004), Hannah
Sanders here turns her magic to her third
album with Ben Savage. She leaves behind,
in her herb garden, her skills in concocting
enchanted potions and washes and offers
the listener her beguiling voice.
While Ben is an excellent musician,
a prestigious qualification in sound
engineering suggests that he takes time
thinking about how his music should
resonate once recorded. Hannah and
Ben’s eclectic and technical perspectives
on music-making combine in Ink Of The
Rosy Morning.
It comprises three identifiable strands:
traditional ballads, songs that may be
thought of as traditional depending on one’s
point of view and one song of their own.
Approaches to the songs are not usual
and certainly not traditional. Ideas, tunes,
styles and even cultures have been mixed up
so that, for me, a disturbing dissonance is
introduced to the whole.
For example, False True Love, a Roud text
that has travelled all over North America
and Britain, is sung to a melody that bears
more than a passing resemblance to the
Irish air Fáinne Geal An Lae – the tune
used by Luke Kelly in his setting of Patrick
Kavanagh’s love poem On Raglan Road.
I was disappointed by River Don’t Run,
a contemporary song about the industrial
transformation of London in the mid19th century and the redirection of the
River Fleet.
It has a moving personal story but Hannah
and Ben’s musical phrasing introduces a
hesitancy to the song’s natural flow. Also,
what I heard as a slight American accenting
of words caused a disconnect with a story
that is very obviously of London.
The press release for Polly O Polly says
that Hannah learned it from her mother. And
well she might have – but, while the story
is different, a few of the chord progressions

Hannah Sanders & Ben Savage: ‘beguiling’
and the use of the names Polly and Willie as
protagonists remind me of Martin Carthy’s
High Germany.
Speaking of Martin, his guitar
accompaniment features in Norma
Waterson’s various treatments of When First
I Came To Caledonia. So the bar is set high
for Hannah and Ben.
In their version, perhaps the best track on
the album, Ben conveys the grit of the miner
in the face of adversity as Hannah’s voice
offers him support. In this she seems to
succeed, for in the last lines of the song the
miner is still trying to work out how to get
the girl and a good cuppa!
Despite this highlight, I was not taken
by this album. The release notes say it was
the result of a couple of relaxed days’ work
in a remote location with no prearranged
grand scheme. But to me, the album does
not succeed in achieving this promise of
authenticity and liberation.
Available from hannahbenmusic.com
Paul Sudnik

The Exmouth Shanty Men
Tall Ships And Tavern Tales
Wild Goose WGS438CD

Devon’s original “buoy band”, the Exmouth
Shanty Men, have been a staple of the
shanty scene since 2007. In their 15 years
of activity they have built up a large
repertoire of traditional tunes which were
sung both at sea and on land, and they have
travelled a great deal, delivering these songs
everywhere from Kraków to Cornwall.
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In their latest album, Tall Ships And
Tavern Tales, the boys perform their twopart stage show of the same name live in
Lympstone church near Exmouth so that
you can hear how it would be done from the
comfort of home (minus the foot stomping
and pub ambience).
Thematically divided, the songs on the
first disc are all traditional shanties sung at
sea by working men, while the second disc is
a mix of authentic and modern tavern songs.
The first disc’s track arrangement is
likewise thematic, beginning with a farewell
to all things Merseyside in The Leaving Of
Liverpool (led by Billy Rollocks) before
taking us on a whistlestop tour of seaborne
work songs. It’s a fitting beginning, since
so many journeys started in Liverpool and
contrasts well with the even better-known
closer, Spanish Ladies, a capstan shanty
that probably dates back to the early 17th
century and is led here by Curly Quill.
Among a bunch of great songs, Heilan
Laddie (also led by Curly) is a standout
banger. A “stamp’n’go” song popular on
Dundee whalers based on an old Scottish
tune, it was used by those working cargo in
the timber ports of Canada and the northeastern US. Curly’s infectious charisma pulls
the narrative along cheerfully, before the
soaring harmonies come crashing down
like waves of hard oak sound. As a piece of
sound engineering, the mastering is superbly
well done and shines particularly well in
tracks such as Heilan Laddie and Rollin
Down To Old Maui (led by Alfredo Heights)
where the harmonies are deep and strong.
Elsewhere, tracks such Betty Stogs (led
by Sam Minella) bring something new to
a musical genre that is often the realm of
history and reinvention rather than the new.
Written by a former band member,
Martin Nicholls, Betty Stogs is an often well
received live number when they perform in
the south-west. It’s another great standout
for me, a lovely homegrown tune which feels
like the sort of thing the Wurzels would have
written in their heyday.
Available from exmouthshantymen.com
Michael Pritchard

Katie Spencer
The Edge Of The Land
Lightship Records LR-001CD

I guess you can best describe Katie as a
contemporary folk singer-songwriter and
guitarist, but that plain tag rather undersells
her talent.
Her 2019 debut album Weather Beaten
impressed me greatly, its assured sense
of direction and clarity of expression
complemented by her astounding skill as
a guitarist.
Katie’s self-accompaniment is highly
adept, meaningful and yet unshowy; she
takes the techniques and principles of the
players she admires and makes her own
quietly ingenious musical statement through
the notes and silences, making every note,
phrase and musical punctuation mark
count in a deft, elegant and intelligently
undemonstrative fashion.
And yet, much of Katie’s unique character
as a songwriter derives from her passion
for the East Yorkshire landscape where she
was born and raised, the flatlands on the
fringes of Hull, which has inspired her to
explore our relationship with the land and
the natural world.
Just as with the physical landscape Katie
inhabits, the level melodic contours of
her songs can be deceptive, for on closer
listening they reveal subtleties that support
the gentle shadings of her voice.
Her delicately introspective commentaries
explore the theme of our essential and
natural affinity with our immediate
environment, its landscape and history,
which should neither be understated nor
disregarded.
In this respect, I sometimes hear the
kindred spirit of Karine Polwart in Katie’s
quietly poetic observations – check out the
sublime Go Your Way, for instance.
The Edge Of The Land, Katie’s second
album proper, comes almost exactly a year
after Hurt In Your Heart, a three-track EP of
covers of songs by John Martyn.
Like the EP, the album was recorded live
in the studio, in just two days; the intimate

and unrushed feel of the session mirrors
Katie’s songs and her response to the setting
– to perfection, it must be said.
The opening song, Take Your Time,
epitomises the vibe, incidentally also
pointing to a stylistic and ambient kinship
with Katie’s other prime influence, Michael
Chapman, who so poignantly captured
the two-way mirror of the personal and
physical landscapes.
This kinship is even more pronounced on
Roads, a beautiful gospel-tinged meditation
whose American-primitive-styled guitar
prelude breaks into the sequence with a
shining shaft of light.
Further inspired touches of scoring come
with Nathan Bray’s sublime flugelhorn on
Silence On The Hillside and Tom Mason’s
double bass on Sweet And Gentle.
So this is another admirably clear-sighted
and wholly absorbing album from Katie,
where the warmth of lyrical and musical
ebb-and-flow go hand-in-tide.
Available from katiespenceroﬃcial.bandcamp.com
David Kidman

Track Dogs
Where To Now?

Mondegreen Records MGR0122
Where To Now? Actually, just stay where you
are and dive into this delicious dozen set of
heartwarming delights.
Track Dogs, celebrating their decade
and a half of making Madrid-based music
together, are two Irishmen, an Englishman
and an American, with a band name derived
from New York subway slang.
From the first listen, this rumbustious
collection of 11 self-penned numbers plus a
vibrant version of James Taylor’s Carolina In
My Mind (a cover which apparently has the
thumbs-up from the great JT himself) had
me gripped.
The album opens with two uptempo
numbers decorated with perky trumpet licks
before shifting gear with She Sang Songs,
melancholic riff and stumbling rhymes
working their way up to a poignant chorus:
“She used words I could never find.”
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Well, actually, the songwriter can find the
words and, from River Of Gold to the title
track, has put together lyrics worth listening
to. There’s a lightness to the rhymes
(“There’s a river of gold in a story that’s
told, going to take you away/But the river of
old only favours the bold”).
Several songs keep midtempo but
discuss things going wrong. Meet Me In The
Middle pleads for an adult way to end a
relationship; the title track advises to “take
your time … find your way back home”.
There is some fantastic trumpet work
from Howard Brown, ranging from Mexican
to a nostalgic solo recalling northern
brass bands on the title track. A string
section surrounds the mix with a warmth
on the opening Every Dog’s Day and
helps turn River Of Gold into a tribute to
western movies.
Every now and then they head for a
full-on Americana stomp, such as Empty
Tracks with guests the Potato Monsters, or

well in the studio and the mixdown,
including two forays away from the acoustic
with some classy electric guitar.
The album’s final track, Moral Mercenary,
is a call to change things and prise power
from the undeserving and transfer it to the
deserving, if necessary through revolution.
These sentiments are in strong contrast
with the predominantly personal focus of
the rest of the album. It’s a song which I can
see others taking up.
Ren will hopefully make his way in the
folk and roots scene if he can reproduce the
songs live, which his various YouTube clips
suggest he will do. His experience out on the
road with his van will have equipped him
with many of the skills needed.
Available from renlawton.bandcamp.com
Joe Whittaker

CRYER FOLK
39 High St, Carshalton, London SM5 3BB
EVERY 2ND TUESDAY OF THE MONTH
7.30 -11PM
FLOOR SPOTS AND MUSIC JAM
https://www.facebook.com/CryerFolk
To book a slot email
cryerfolk@gmail.com

a serving of Cajun documenting a rebellious
Donna Lola, where the vocals are handed to
guest singer Cathy Jordan of Dervish, which
again features some fine brass work.
A sparking and beautifully put-together
creation. They were in the UK in May
supporting Show of Hands: this is bound to
be a fine live show, too.
Available from trackdogs.bandcamp.com
Adrian Jones

Ren Lawton
Today Today Tomorrow
Self-released

A new name to me and also to the writer,
singer, musician who crafted this album, as
he had previously performed under his born
name, Conor Owen, supporting a number
of major bands before undertaking a tour
management role.
That no doubt came to an abrupt end with
Covid and, after touring the UK in a van and
playing bars to earn his stripes, Conor has
reinvented himself as Ren Lawton.
He was born in the East End of London of
Irish and Liverpudlian parents, and I think
that rich dual musical heritage will have
played a part in Ren’s musicality – he writes,
composes, and plays guitar, piano and
trumpet with conviction and skill.
This 10-track debut album shows off his
musicality well, from the ethereal beauty
of Willow to the playful and uplifting The
Writer – a song that seeks to direct a partner
who is not believing their other half that
they should refer to the writers of this world
for affirmation.
Perhaps my favourite track is the
maritime-themed, allegorical Come All Ye
Mourners, where the steady sparse drone
of the piano evokes for me the sound of the
bell that warns sailors of the presence of
cardinal buoys at sea and in estuaries.
All the tracks are self-penned and Spencer
Street comes a close second for me, with a
strong likeness to early Paul Simon in the
acoustic guitar playing and singing.
Ren’s guitar work on all the tracks is
consistently good and has been captured

Agent Starling
Constellation Of Birds
DHM DHM032

Agent Starling are Quentin Budworth and
Lou Duffy-Howard. This project was born out
of the pandemic, when neither could fulfil a
summer of live commitments.
Locked down in East Yorkshire, in
Bridlington and Hull respectively, Budworth
and Duffy-Howard began sending sound files
to each other.
The result is Agent Starling.
Budworth will be known to many as
one of the country’s leading exponents of
the hurdy-gurdy, the sound of which is a
driving force in Suns of Arqa and the Celtic
rave/world fusion band Celtarabia. His
exploration of the instrument has taken him
all over Europe and beyond.
Duffy-Howard has been making music
since the 1980s, originally with Red Guitars,
then in recent years with psychedelic Rock
band Loudhailer Electric Company.
The recording process would begin with
Budworth sending Duffy-Howard a hurdygurdy part, to which she would then add
bass and homemade percussion loops.
Duffy-Howard’s son Dexter would also add
violin and cello.
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The depth of the subject matter
throughout the album is rich and varied.
Alongside a couple of traditional tunes,
the Irish waltz Bridget Cruise by Turlough
O’Carolan and Hälleforsnäsar, a Swedish
polska, there is a song about an alien being
stranded on Earth during the pandemic
(Leave No Trace), a rant at vile Boris
Johnson and his useless cronies (Paqaratz),
and another song extolling the joys of the
summer solstice, Midsommer.
The hurdy-gurdy and the bass grooves
drive everything along, some of it at an
alarming rate! Had they had the opportunity
to be in the same room when exchanging
ideas and going through the writing and
recording process then I feel the whole thing
would have benefited greatly, but then again,
paradoxically, if it weren’t for the pandemic
and the lockdown this work probably
wouldn’t exist at all.
I found this not really to my taste,
but please, take a listen and judge for
yourselves.
Available from loudhaileruk.bandcamp.com
Nygel Packett

Brooks Williams & Aaron Catlow
Ready For The Times
Red Guitar Blue Music RGBM-2201C

Memorable guitar and fiddle duos Django
Reinhardt and Stéphane Grappelli, Martin
Carthy and Dave Swarbrick, Greg Russell
and Ciaran Algar and indeed Kit Hawes and
Aaron Catlow have and continue to bring a
different dynamic to our music.
A chance meeting while both were
touring independently in the Netherlands
a few years back led to a chain reaction of
collaboration between the Cambridge-based
guitarist, songwriter and singer Brooks
Williams and the Bristol-based master
fiddler Aaron Catlow (of Sheelanagig, Mad
Dog Mcrea and Afro Celt Sound System).
That chain reaction produced the much
acclaimed Ghost Owl album and led on to
this live-in-the-studio recording.
Both these masters of their craft are
truly comfortable in almost any genre of

Now in the Folk London shop

Music and books from local independent artists

David Kidman
Songs Worth the Singing

Swinging the Lead
Danger

Traditional and contemporary
songs: the trials of work, love of
nature and the nature of love
£12 inc UK p&p

Wide-ranging maritime selection
both traditional (Old Maui)
and modern (Final Trawl)
£10 inc UK p&p

Swinging the Lead
Swinging the Lead

Amanda MacLean
The Flax Flower

The crew’s debut album, with
songs by Cyril Tawney and
Hughie Jones alongside classics
£10 inc UK p&p

The true story of the Scottish ballad
Mill o’ Tifty’s Annie, retold in a
clear and passionate new voice
£10.50 inc UK p&p

Dorten Yonder
Dorten Yonder

Original songs written by Maggie
Eiseman-Renyard and performed
by London folk quintet
£12 inc UK p&p

Philip Pearson
A Challenger’s Song

A fresh account of the epic 1872
scientific voyage of HMS Challenger,
as seen through the eyes of its crew
£12.50 inc UK p&p

Linda Smith and Alan Austen
The Last Harvest

The HogEye Men
Fifty Years a Sailor

Linda Smith and Alan Austen
The Wealden Way

Wendy Lanchin
Walking After Midnight

A celebration of the Kent
countryside and rural life.
Traditional and original songs
£12 inc UK p&p

Self-penned and traditional
songs, featuring melodeon,
autoharp and Kentish lute
£10 inc UK p&p

Linda Smith and Alan Austen
CD bundle

Shanties and sea songs sung
as they used to be sung:
simply, boldly and loudly
£9.50 inc UK p&p

Eclectic, emotionally charged
selection of jazz and folk
standards
£11.50 inc UK p&p

Nick Jones & Alice Kirby
Blackheath

£17 inc UK p&p

Interesting finds from the
Playford repertoire plus
new dance tunes
£11.50 inc UK p&p

Allan Richardson
Thanks for All the Honey

Nick Jones & Alice Kirby
No-Body’s Jigg

Both CDs by the Kent-based
traditional duo

Songs, tunes and folk standards
from Kent-based songwriter,
poet and humourist
£6.50 inc UK p&p

Buy online at folklondon.co.uk/cds

Remastered version of duo’s first
album, exploring interpretations
of 18th-century dance tunes
£9.50 inc UK p&p
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folk, roots and blues music you care to
mention and indeed beyond, and this album
showcases their virtuosity across styles.
Brooks’ own songs Love Too Soon – a
bluegrass emulation – and the bluesy Snake
Oil, co-written with Boo Hewerdine, are
interspersed with songs from Rab Noakes
(Jackson Greyhound), Ola Belle Read (I’ve
Endured) and the 1920s swing number If You
Want The Rainbow.
Reflecting Brooks’ American heritage and
immersion in the blues and train songs, the
album includes Church Street Blues, Jean
Ritchie’s The L&N and Pink Anderson’s
CC&O Blues, all given casually brilliant
treatment by Brooks and Aaron.
The old adage – that if it looks easy to
accomplish something complex and difficult
then you are in the presence of excellence –
could not be truer, with these two working
in musical sync and harmony seemingly
effortlessly.
The 12-track album concludes with a
bonus instrumental track, Night Shift, and
any budding guitarists and fiddlers would do
well to listen closely to this four minutes and
30 seconds of instrumental heaven.
Available from brookswilliams.com
Joe Whittaker

Various artists
Life’s What You Make It
Cosmetic Warriors

Cards-on-table time! I’m not a child of
the 1980s, nor do I possess any special
attachment to the music of that decade – I’d
never considered it a “musical golden era”.
But I do remember with affection some of
the music which had special associations
while it formed the soundtrack to my years
working in London, during which folk music
was becoming somewhat marginalised in
that awkward transition period between
vinyl and CD.
This kaleidoscopic three-disc vinyl
extravaganza from Mark Constantine, the
co-founder of Lush Handmade Cosmetics,
is a natural successor to Mark’s two
previous compilations, Self Preservation
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Society and Instant Replay (containing
reimaginings of pop/etc classics of the 60s
and 70s respectively).
Again, Mark has called on established and
rising stars to produce new interpretations
of 30 songs from 1981 to 1991.
As with the previous sets, there’s some
great songs escaping from the straitjacket
of their original settings – which also means
some unexpected collisions of styles,
and some radical reworkings alongside
comparatively straightforward renditions.
The latter category includes Rosie
Doonan covering Suzanne Vega and Teddy
Thompson with a rendition of Kirsty
MacColl’s Fifteen Minutes and a Tina
Turner number. The versatile chanteuse
Ríoghnach Connolly appears solo (on a
faithful rendition of Paul Brady’s The Island)
and then fronts Mancunian folk-hoppers
Honeyfeet on covers of Eurythmics and Style
Council songs.
But for me a highlight of the set is Jackie
Oates’ sinuous treatment of Leonard Cohen’s
Dance Me To The End Of Love (and her take
on the Cure’s desperate Untitled runs it
pretty close).
Eliza Carthy also appears twice – in sparky
solo mode on Tom Robinson’s Cabin Boy,
and with her dad, Martin, on an enlightened
version of the Vaselines’ Jesus Doesn’t Want
Me For A Sunbeam, perhaps best known for
the Nirvana cover.
Marry Waterson turns in a brace of
neatly orchestrated epics, of which Duel
(originally by German synth-pop merchants
Propaganda) works especially well.
Other successes? There’s Stealing Sheep,
the three-piece Liverpool female electropop
outfit who bouncily deconstruct Violent
Femmes’ Blister In The Sun, whereupon
the gawky, undernourished original gains a
cheeky new dimension.
Sitarist and singer Sheema Mukherjee
(of Transglobal Underground and
Imagined Village) takes on Fleetwood
Mac’s bittersweet Everywhere, and kooky
Canadian girl trio the Duloks have great
fun with the B-52s track Wig. Plenty of
contrasts, then.
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Although some of the contributions are
of curiosity rather than “keeper” value,
Life’s What You Make It still provides a
welcome re-evaluation of some aspects of
the decade’s music that had hitherto passed
me by.
Available in shops and via lush.bio.to/LWYMI
David Kidman

Graeme Armstrong
You Are Free

Graeme Armstrong Records GA01CD
The Scottish male singing voice has a long,
varied, distinctive and well-founded history
in the folk world dating back well before the
folk revival.
The voice of Graeme Armstrong sits
alongside that of Kris Drever in tone
and timbre and this shines through with
a selection of traditional, self-penned
and contemporary songs written by
other people.

The voice is only part of the story as
Graeme, who plays guitar with the folk
super-trio Talisk, is a highly accomplished
player and he has used his many
connections to bring the extraordinary
musicianship of some of Scotland’s best folk
talent to this, his debut album.
It is another positive outcome from
the coronavirus lockdown years and
was recorded at home and in GloWorm
Studios, Glasgow, with Graeme grasping the
opportunity while Talisk’s live concerts were
heavily restricted.
The 10-track album has three personal
songs written by Graeme, three traditionals
– Isle Of France, My Son David and Fine
Flowers In The Valley, plus Graeme’s
rendition of songs by Karine Polwart, Dick
Gaughan, Michael Marra and Sandy Wright.
This variety and choice of material is a
key strength of the album and the modern
feel, with synths, multi-tracking and electric
guitar, is fresh and vibrant.
Graeme’s own William’s Song came about
from becoming a father and the album is
dedicated to William.
The sensitive title track was written while
dealing with the loss of a close friend, and
a breakdown in relationships in Graeme’s
family prompted the short but expressive
Sit Alone.
All three songs, though Sit Alone has a
longish driving start, show the intelligent
use of acoustic guitar to lead us into the
song, with other instruments joining to bring
energy as the songs progress.
Of the songs chosen from musicians who
inspired Graeme, I particularly enjoyed
Graeme’s arrangement of Beads And
Feathers by Wright and Gaughan’s Both
Sides The Tweed.
With such a fine selection of musicians
I think it likely that the album could only
be brought to a live audience in a concert
or large festival setting such as Celtic
Connections but with Graeme’s talent a
stripped-back version might just make it to
smaller venues.
Available from graemearmstrong.bandcamp.com
Joe Whittaker
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The Ciderhouse Rebellion: ‘like a soundtrack’

Ciderhouse Rebellion
Genius Loci 2: The Valley Of Iron
Under The Eaves UTE 004

Ciderhouse Rebellion are “in-the-moment
folk improvisers” Murray Grainger
(accordion) and Adam Summerhayes
(violin). Both were brought up with folk
traditions in their lives and reverted to
playing folk music after training in classical
music because they love it.
When they met they immediately found “a
sense of connection and freedom” in playing
together, which inspired them to form a
prolific and enduring musical partnership.
Ciderhouse Rebellion specialise
in improvising folk-inspired musical
conversations between the accordion and
fiddle on the spot, and are currently engaged
in a series of recordings inspired by specific
English landscapes, of which this album is
the second. The series is entitled Genius
Loci – the “spirit of place” – which is what
each recording tries to capture musically.
The Valley Of Iron is a collection of nine
tunes recorded live on location in the
Rosedale Valley in the heart of the North
York Moors, where ironstone was mined in
the 1800s.
It feels very visual, like a soundtrack
– sadly the beautifully designed booklet
(created by Adam) does not include any
photos of the locations that inspired the
music, but it does have maps, even a sort of
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walking route, and there is a series of videos
on their YouTube channel showing some of
the tracks in the context of the landscape
that inspired them.
The album forms part of a wider
multimedia project, Ironstone Tales, about
the Rosedale Valley’s industrial history,
which includes stories narrated by Adam’s
daughter, the poet Jess Summerhayes,
to Ciderhouse Rebellion’s musical
accompaniment. But here on The Valley
Of Iron, the accordion and fiddle are the
only instruments, weaving into and out
of the lead on each track in an extended
musical conversation.
The shortest track is four minutes and
the longest nearly eight. As the booklet has
it, “this is improvised music of the moment,
as though spun from the wind and weather,
drawn from the whispers of history, and
as if created from the very stones of the
valley itself.”
It’s beautiful, but I did find it struggled
to hold my attention somewhat for
the duration of a whole album. Great
background music for when you’re doing
something else, though.
And any fellow accordion or fiddle players
will certainly find a lot to admire and draw
inspiration from here, as the musicianship is
of a very high standard.
Available from theciderhouserebellion.com
Anja S Beinroth

Barry Reid
Breathing Space
Self-released

This is the debut solo album by Barry Reid,
known for his work in the Scottish folk
scene as a recording engineer and producer
helping the likes of the dance electro outfit
Halcyon. He also plays with Croft No 5 and
Treacherous Orchestra.
On this album he plays … well, a lot:
acoustic guitar, synths, Ableton Push,
drums, percussion, sampled wood sounds
and piano keyboard – and that’s just the
first track. Better Days was inspired by
a message on a picture his dad painted:
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“There will always be sunnier times.” It gives
you a taste for the rest of the album, a blend
of trad and electronic.
Breathing Space is a collection of selfpenned tunes and sound recordings, many
collected during lockdown. Some, like the
skylark recorded at Dornoch beach that
features on the first track, are brief but act
as touchstones, statements about the track.
Some of the tracks are inspired by places
from some of the wilder parts of Scotland –
Shifting Baseline is one such – but others are
inspired by nature closer to home.
Barry is joined by guests including
fiddlers Laura Wilkie, Lauren MacColl and
Innes Watson, Ali Hutton on whistle and
Hamish Napier on flute.
It took a while for this to grow on me and
I am not fully sold on the whole album. But
there are a good number of tracks that I will
listen to long after this review is finished.
In the sleeve notes Barry says that for
many years he wanted to make an album
of music that not only reflects himself as a
musician but also the places that he loves
to be in and where he finds calm among all
the chaos.
If you like the great outdoors and some
music as you chill, this could be the album
for you.
Available from barryreid.bandcamp.com
Allan Cairns

India Blue
The Circus Came And Left
Self-released

Now I can envisage our more traditionally
inclined folkies seeing the tagline to this
release (“faerie-folk”) and studiously
avoiding it.
Which would be a pity, for it’s a delightful
and invigorating offering.
So who is India Blue? Well, there’s
surprisingly little information on the
internet.
Basically, she’s a contemporary folk
singer-songwriter performing what she
herself defines as “faerie folk”, armed
principally with her harp but skilled
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also on piano, mandolin, ukulele, guitar
and harmonium.
She hails from south-east England, and
between 2015 and 2019 established herself
as a live performer through well-received
appearances at eco, pagan and hippie
festivals (the summer before lockdown, she
played at 11 of them!).
A niche market then, you might say – but
on the evidence of this, her debut studio
release, I believe her music deserves
wider currency.
India is one of those performers whose
singing perfectly matches her songs, their
fragile, often otherworldly tenor, their
aromatic, atmospheric wordplay.
Hers is one of those voices that stands
out for its strikingly distinctive timbre and
unusually supple delivery, its combination
of fresh wildness and delicate ethereality,
all untrammelled by convention or
acknowledged “technique” – hence the
intimacy quotient is also high.
(I might say, though, that India’s singing
may not entirely please those for whom the
free-spirited, allegedly wilful warbling of
Kate Bush is unpalatable.)
The intimacy is accentuated by India’s
choice of instrumental backdrop for each
song, which is most likely to be solo harp,
but might instead be piano (in resonant
chordal modes varying from melancholy
to florid), harmonium drone or, very
occasionally, guitar, maybe also augmented
by some sinister percussion.
Essentially, India’s songs draw their
inspiration from history and myth, nature,
spirituality and the complexities of being
human, and there’s a strong awareness of
her own vulnerability within the scheme
of things.
The imagery can be as elusive as the
drifting, dreamlike soundscapes, yet its
precision can take the listener by surprise –
although there are times when deciphering
the words may present a challenge – which
is why I’d have appreciated a lyric sheet,
or at least having the lyrics available on
her website.
The attractively surreal cover artwork is
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bereft of information or credits too – so one
assumes that everything we hear is played
or sung by India herself in the studio.
I’ve enjoyed this album very much, and
there are further examples of India’s music
(including a full live set and some covers) on
YouTube and Bandcamp which I’d urge you
to investigate.
Available from indiablue.bandcamp.com
David Kidman

Bruce MacGregor
Road to Tyranny

MacGregor Productions MACGREGOR001
Bruce MacGregor has been a major force in
Scotland’s musical landscape for many years
and in particular his promotion of the fiddle
music of the Highlands and Islands and his
long tenure hosting BBC Radio Scotland’s
Travelling Folk programme.
The formation by Bruce of Blazin’ Fiddles
in 1998, who at the time were not expected
to still be thriving 24 years later, was a
pioneering move and led to the fiddle school
Blazin’ in Beauly – Scotland’s self-proclaimed
“Fiddle Town”.
Bruce is joined on this album by some
of his current Blazers (Anna Massie on
guitars and banjo, Jenna Reid on fiddle and
Angus Lyon on piano accordion) and among
the musician contributors are Su-a Lee on
cello and Tim Edey (guitar, accordion and
magic dust).
One can only anticipate instrumental
excellence from the musicians and this
album does not disappoint.
The 14 tracks include slow airs, jigs,
strathspeys, reels, waltzes, marches, all of
which makes for a varied and stimulating
listening experience as tune sets light up the
soundscape.
Without the straitjacket, as some might
see it, of lyrics the choice of tune titles can
be much more wide and flexible.
Here it is the places, the people and the
life adventures that Bruce has experienced
over the years that lead to the tune set titles,
which are explained on the album notes
accessible via QR code on the inner face.
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As I am a fan of slow airs my ears were
immediately drawn to the second track,
Essich – the area around Inverness where
Bruce grew up. Sonorous cello and piano
combine with the fiddle to provide the
elegance of the air.
The two waltzes featured are named and
dedicated to Linda (Maclean, whose love
of the accordion led her family to donate
her instruments to MacGregor’s bar)
and Annie (written for an 80th birthday)
and on the latter the musical magic dust
of Edey is sprinkled to make the track a
particular delight.
As you would expect, there are plenty of
high-energy tune sets to set the feet tapping
and you will not be disappointed by any
of these.
Of the “simple tunes”, two deserve special
mention: The Big Yin’s – written after a
memorable party at Billy Connolly’s house
– and Doddie’s Dream, written in honour
and admiration of the amazing man that
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Events may be altered or cancelled
at short notice. Please check with
the organisers before travelling

is Doddie Weir, the former Scottish rugby
union lock.
Available from brucemacgregor.scot
Joe Whittaker

Online singarounds

Stephen Doster
Over The Red Sea

Monday

All the Folk in Essex
editor@essexfolk.uk

PHOTO: MELINDA DOSTER

Faw Records FR-1100

Doster is an Austin, Texas-based musician,
songwriter and producer. He’s a Texas
Music Legends hall of fame inductee who
has worked with many of music’s greats,
including Nanci Griffith on her early albums.
He’s produced about 60 recordings for
others, and this is his sixth solo release,
dedicated to Nanci and Dr John.
The 11 songs in this collection feature a
mix of musicians who contribute whistles,
vibraphone, cello and flugelhorn to
complement the standard folk-rock line-up.
The lilting The Singing Bus Driver
recounts a journey through a post-Troubles
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Stephen Doster: ‘a slow burner’
Northern Ireland where there’s “peace in the
air, love is a survivor”.
A darker tone comes in with A Better
World, where he sings of someone whose
life was cut short and believes “she had her
dreams for a better world”.
The mid-tempo rocker Who’s Crying Now
criticises a person with a spoilt lifestyle
who “lost your love in the luxury lounge”,
while We Still Have Today reminds the
song’s object that despite “every trial and
tribulation we have faced”, when “the
sun begins to fade we’ll still have today”,
a sentiment underscored by a poignant
flugelhorn solo.
The urgent beat of Magdalena Spoke
marks the heroism of someone who stood
up to adversity: “Magdalena spoke … of a
darkness in the land of the free, crying for
mercy” as the song makes one of several
social comments.
Doster’s singing style, which I found
reminiscent of Ron Sexsmith, stays around
the same vocal colour, but it’s one I find
pleasing. Musically and lyrically, the songs
maintain a subdued level throughout. But
there is plenty of melodic and harmonic
colour, and hooky choruses.
The album got me on first listening and
continues to reveal more on each repeat, a
bit of a slow burner that does not burn out.
Well worth a spin!
Available from stephendoster.com
Adrian Jones

HERGA SINGAROUND
Weekly: herga.club

Tuesday

TRAD SONG TUESDAY #COVIDSINGS
First monthly: hello@soundpost.org.uk

Wednesday

MUSICAL TRADITIONS
Monthly: kenhall05@btinternet.com

Friday

MUSIC INSTITUTE, GUILDFORD
Second monthly: info@musici.club

Saturday

HARRISON LOCKDOWN SINGAROUND
Last monthly. May be in-person instead, check
with organisers: harrisonsingaround@gmail.com
SHANTIES AND SEA SONGS
Weekly (not the last Saturday of the month):
editor@folklondon.co.uk

Sunday

ROMFORD HAVERFOLK SINGAROUND
Last monthly: romfordhaverfolk@gmail.com
For a fuller calendar of singarounds and sessions,
see: www.bostonsongsessions.org/virtual-sessions

June
Wed 1

EFDSS Stick In The Wheel present Perspectives
on Tradition
KINGS CROSS Suzie Ungerleider at Water Rats
KINGS PLACE Chris Smither
LEYTONSTONE (What’s Cookin’) Peter Case &
Sid Griffin
ROMFORD HAVERFOLK Open session

Thu 2

ISLINGTON FOLK CLUB Closed

LOUGHTON Sam Brothers
MARGATE Steve Ashley
ORPINGTON FOLK CLUB Singers night

Fri 3

NEST COLLECTIVE Campfire Club: The Trials
of Cato

Sat 4

CELLAR UPSTAIRS Closed
LEWES SATURDAY Platinum Jubilee Come All Ye
NEST COLLECTIVE Campfire Club: Rachel
Sermanni
WALTON ON THAMES Tobias Ben Jacob

Sun 5

DULWICH FOLK Niamh Parsons and Graham
Dunne
TWICKENHAM (Twickfolk) Dan McKinnon

Mon 6

CROYDON FOLK CLUB Singers & musicians
night
GREEN NOTE Niamh Parsons

Tue 7

BRIGHTON (Folklore Rooms) Niamh Parsons and
Graham Dunne
DARTFORD FOLK CLUB Dan McKinnon
HOY AT ANCHOR Jez Lowe
SHARPS Singers’ night
UNION CHAPEL The High Kings

Wed 8

HARRISON Folkroom
ROMFORD HAVERFOLK Open session
UNION CHAPEL Catrin Finch & Seckou Keita

Thu 9

ISLINGTON FOLK CLUB Wizz Jones
LOUGHTON Steve Warner
MARGATE Gabriel Moreno
ORPINGTON FOLK CLUB Singers & musicians
night

Fri 10

HARRISON Loshn
IRISH CULTURAL CENTRE The Henry Girls with
Denise Boyle
NEST COLLECTIVE Campfire Club: Mishra
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Sat 11

HOY AT ANCHOR Open night
SHARPS Singers’ night

ROMFORD HAVERFOLK Open session

Wed 22

ISLINGTON FOLK CLUB End of Season Summer
Party
KINGS PLACE The Outside Track
LOUGHTON Cut The Mustard
ORPINGTON FOLK CLUB Singers & musicians
night
UXBRIDGE FOLK CLUB Charlie Dore + Craig
Joiner

CELLAR UPSTAIRS Rumpled Muslin (Amanda
MacLean, Alison Frosdick and Wendy Lanchin)
DEPTFORD Magpie’s Nest festival at the Master
Shipwright’s House,
HARRISON Jonny Muir
LEWES SATURDAY Emmanuel Pariselle & Didier
Oliver
LEWES WORKSHOPS Emanuel Pariselle &
Didier Oliver: dance music from Gascony
UXBRIDGE FOLK CLUB Special event with
Ickenham Festival at Ickenham Village Hall, 33
Swakeleys Road UB10 8DG

Sun 12

THE GOOSE IS OUT Singaround
TWICKENHAM (Twickfolk) Jennie Higgins
WALTHAMSTOW FOLK CLUB Singaround with
Steve White and the Protest Family

Mon 13

CROYDON FOLK CLUB Steve Tilston
HARRISON Kim Edgar

Wanted
to buy:
LPs, CDs
Private collector
Folk, blues, reggae etc –
anything considered
Ring Colin
07860 354 135

Tue 14

DARTFORD FOLK CLUB Mama’s Broke
HOY AT ANCHOR Steve Tilston with Hugh
Bradle
SHARPS Singers’ night
SLAUGHTERED LAMB Veronica & Max

Wed 15

BRIGHTON (Folklore Rooms) Nick Hart
EFDSS Paul Sartin
ROMFORD HAVERFOLK Stanley Accrington

Thu 16

EFDSS Midnight Skyracer
ISLINGTON FOLK CLUB Clementine Lovell, Dan
Chapman & friends
KINGS PLACE Madison Violet
LOUGHTON Paul McClure
MARGATE Hannah Scott
ORPINGTON FOLK CLUB Monroes Revenge

Fri 17

CLERKENWELL David Grubb and band at the
Betsy Trotwood
KINGS PLACE Spiers & Boden; Jon Boden’s
Colourchord Workshop
KNEES UP The Cock and Bull Band, caller Barry
Goodman
NEST COLLECTIVE Campfire Club: Cahalen
Morrison

Sat 18

CELLAR UPSTAIRS Closed
LEWES SATURDAY Rattlebag

Sun 19

TWICKENHAM (Twickfolk) Closed
WALTHAMSTOW FOLK CLUB Tom Reid and
CHAS
WHITSTABLE SESSIONS Kathryn Williams &
Michele Stodart

Mon 20

CROYDON FOLK CLUB Singers & musicians
night
GREEN NOTE Julia Kozakova
STANLEY ARTS Spiers & Boden

Tue 21

DARTFORD FOLK CLUB John Kirkpatrick

EFDSS Intarsia
HARRISON Folkroom
ROMFORD HAVERFOLK Open session

Thu 23

EFDSS Queer Folk Presents The Pride Tour
ISLINGTON FOLK CLUB Oka Vanga
LOUGHTON Lynne Heraud and Pat Turner
ORPINGTON FOLK CLUB Singers & musicians
night

Fri 24

BRIGHTON (Folklore Rooms) Martin Carthy
GUILDFORD Martyn Wyndham-Read
NEST COLLECTIVE Campfire Club: Bird in the
Belly
THE GOOSE IS OUT Americana night: Fran
McGillvray & Mike Burke; Jackdaw (with Rob
Anderson); James Riley

Sat 25

BRIGHTON (Folklore Rooms) Bity Booker &
Birds and Beasts
CELLAR UPSTAIRS Closed
EFDSS Tuesday Folk People on Tour
GREEN NOTE Martin Carthy, Iona Lane, Thom
Ashworth
IRISH CULTURAL CENTRE Mary Coughlan
KINGS CROSS (Jamboree) Klezmer jam session
LEWES SATURDAY John & Di Cullen

Sun 26

TWICKENHAM (Twickfolk) Huw Williams + John
Prosser & Paul Vile
WALTHAMSTOW FOLK CLUB Pete Morton

Mon 27

CROYDON FOLK CLUB Na-Mara

Tue 28

DARTFORD FOLK CLUB Spikedrivers
HOY AT ANCHOR DanSmall
SHARPS Singers’ night

Wed 29

EFDSS Tamsin Elliott
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Thu 30

July
Fri 1

NEST COLLECTIVE Campfire Club: Rachel
Newton

Sat 2

CELLAR UPSTAIRS Closed
EFDSS The Takeover
LEWES SATURDAY Zak van der Vyver

Sun 3

DULWICH FOLK Mitchell and Vincent
TWICKENHAM (Twickfolk) Rod Picott
WALTHAMSTOW FOLK CLUB Jim Mageean

Mon 4

CROYDON FOLK CLUB Singers night
GREEN NOTE Anna Tam

Tue 5

DARTFORD FOLK CLUB Reg Meuross
HOY AT ANCHOR Andy Cutting
SHARPS Singers’ night

Wed 6

LEYTONSTONE (What’s Cookin’) Amelia
White/Robbie Cavanagh

Thu 7

ISLINGTON FOLK CLUB Closed
LOUGHTON TBA
MARGATE Skinner & Twitch
ORPINGTON FOLK CLUB Sally Ironmonger &
Brian Carter

Fri 8

KINGS PLACE Le Vent du Nord
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NEST COLLECTIVE Campfire Club: Calan

Thu 28

Sat 9

CELLAR UPSTAIRS Closed
HARRISON Fellow Pynins
LEWES SATURDAY JIB (Jim Mageean, Ingrid &
Barrie Temple)
LEWES WORKSHOPS Jim Mageean and Barrie
and Ingrid Temple – the sea: a place of work and
song

Sun 10

THE GOOSE IS OUT Singaround
TWICKENHAM (Twickfolk) Kara Grainger
WALTHAMSTOW FOLK CLUB The Klezmer
Klub

Mon 11

CROYDON FOLK CLUB Lost Trades

Tue 12

DARTFORD FOLK CLUB The Long Hill Ramblers
SHARPS Singers’ night

Wed 13

EFDSS Katie Doherty and The Navigators
HARRISON Folkroom

Thu 14

ISLINGTON FOLK CLUB Closed
LOUGHTON TBA
MARGATE Iona Lane
ORPINGTON FOLK CLUB Singers & musicians
night

Fri 15

EFDSS AKA Trio
KNEES UP Closed
NEST COLLECTIVE Campfire Club: Tarren

Sat 16

CELLAR UPSTAIRS Closed
LEWES SATURDAY Jack Hogsden
UNION CHAPEL Eliza Carthy & Jon Boden’s
Christmas in July

Sun 17

TUFNELL PARK Anna Hester and Ian David
Green at Aces & Eights
TWICKENHAM (Twickfolk) Luke Jackson

WALTHAMSTOW FOLK CLUB Peta Webb &
Ken Hall

Mon 18

CROYDON FOLK CLUB Closed
GREEN NOTE Belinda Gillett

Tue 19

DARTFORD FOLK CLUB Chris & Wendy
Moreton
HOY AT ANCHOR Open night
SHARPS Singers’ night

Wed 20

EFDSS Migrants’ Song Cycle

Thu 21

ISLINGTON FOLK CLUB Closed
LOUGHTON Belinda Kempster and Fran Foote
MARGATE Katy Carr
ORPINGTON FOLK CLUB Singers & musicians
night

Fri 22

NEST COLLECTIVE Campfire Club: Gasper Nali
TUFNELL PARK Suthering at Aces & Eights

Sat 23

CELLAR UPSTAIRS Closed
EFDSS N’famady Kouyate
LEWES SATURDAY John Kirkpatrick
LEWES WORKSHOPS John Kirkpatrick: concert
band

Sun 24

LEWES WORKSHOPS John Kirkpatrick: vocal
arrangements
TWICKENHAM (Twickfolk) Janice Burns & Jon
Doran

Mon 25

CROYDON FOLK CLUB Closed

Tue 26

DARTFORD FOLK CLUB Tim Edey
HOY AT ANCHOR Quicksilver
SHARPS Singers’ night

Wed 27

HARRISON Folkroom

ISLINGTON FOLK CLUB Closed
LOUGHTON Closed
MARGATE Theo Mizú
ORPINGTON FOLK CLUB Singers & musicians
night

Sat 30

CELLAR UPSTAIRS Closed
LEWES SATURDAY Caroline Kendall
SLAUGHTERED LAMB Bush Gothic

August
Mon 1

CROYDON FOLK CLUB Closed
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Sat 13

CELLAR UPSTAIRS Closed
LEWES SATURDAY Come All Ye with Bryan
Creer & Valmai Goodyear

Sun 14

THE GOOSE IS OUT Singaround

Mon 15

CROYDON FOLK CLUB Closed

Tue 16

HOY AT ANCHOR Open night
SHARPS Summer season at the MAP Studio Cafe,
46 Grafton Road NW5 3DU

Thu 18

Tue 2

ISLINGTON FOLK CLUB Closed
LOUGHTON Closed

Thu 4

KNEES UP Closed
NEST COLLECTIVE Campfire Club: Jack Rutter

Fri 5

CELLAR UPSTAIRS Closed
NEST COLLECTIVE Campfire Club: Gnoss

Sat 6

CROYDON FOLK CLUB Closed

HOY AT ANCHOR Emerald Hill
SHARPS Singers’ night
ISLINGTON FOLK CLUB Closed
LOUGHTON Closed
NEST COLLECTIVE Campfire Club: Anna
Phoebe & Richard Bundy
CELLAR UPSTAIRS Closed
KINGS PLACE The Spooky Men’s Chorale
LEWES SATURDAY Come All Ye with Diane &
Steve Nevill
NEST COLLECTIVE Campfire Club with Blair
Dunlop

Mon 8

CROYDON FOLK CLUB Closed

Tue 9

SHARPS Summer season at the MAP Studio Cafe,
46 Grafton Road NW5 3DU

Thu 11

ISLINGTON FOLK CLUB Closed
LOUGHTON Closed

Fri 12

NEST COLLECTIVE Campfire Club: Bush Gothic

Fri 19

Sat 20

Mon 22
Tue 23

SHARPS Summer season at the MAP Studio Cafe,
46 Grafton Road NW5 3DU

Wed 24

KINGS PLACE Gretchen Peters with Kim Richey

Thu 25

ISLINGTON FOLK CLUB Closed
LOUGHTON Closed

Sat 27

CELLAR UPSTAIRS Closed

Mon 29

CROYDON FOLK CLUB Closed

Tue 30

SHARPS Summer season at the MAP Studio Cafe
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Monday

•
•
•
•
•
•

BROMLEY (Folk Club) A Roving Folk Club at
The Shortlands Tavern 5 Station Rd. Bromley BR2
0EY Jim Kimberley – 2nd monthly
CAJUN JAMMERS The Adelaide 57 Park Road,
Teddington TW11 0AU 01322 340910 Patrick
Hogan – 3rd monthly
CHIPPING BARNET FOLK DANCE CLUB
Church House Wood Street, Barnet EN5 4BW
020 8360 6226 – Fortnightly
COLINDALE FOLK CLUB The Chandos Arms
31 Colindale Avenue NW9 5DS 020 8200 0032
(venue) – 2nd monthly (8:30-10:30)
CROYDON FOLK CLUB folk club at Ruskin
House 23 Coombe Rd, Croydon CR0 1BD 0792
889 8111 – Weekly
DULWICH (Session) Tune session hosted by
Larkin the Woods at The Crown and Greyhound
73 Dulwich Village SE21 7BJ 07710 327 624 please text Amanda – Last monthly
EALING FOLK DANCE CLUB St Barnabas’s
Church Hall Pitshanger Lane W5 1QG 020 8360
6226 – 1st, 3rd and 5th monthly
FOLK IN THE CELLAR MAP Studio Cafe 46
Grafton Rd NW5 3DU – 1st and 3rd monthly
FOREST HILL BLUEGRASS The Foresters (All
Inn One) 53 Perry Vale, Forest Hill SE23 2NE 020
8291 4170 Dave Marshall – First monthly
HERGA AT THE CASTLE singers club at The
Castle 30 West Street, Harrow HA1 3EF 01923
264536 Tim Brooks – Weekly
MONDAY MUSICIANS Folk dance music
session at Cecil Sharp House 2 Regent’s Park
Road NW1 7AY – 2nd monthly (7pm-10pm)
TONBRIDGE FOLK CLUB The Beer Seller 64
High Street, Tonbridge TN9 1EH 01892 822945
Roger – 1st and 3rd monthly
UNITY Singaround at Torriano Meeting House
99 Torriano Avenue NW5 2RX 020 7609 2758
Neil Rogers – Last monthly (7.30pm)
WALTHAM ABBEY FOLK CLUB The Sun
Inn 21 Sun Street, Waltham Abbey EN9 1ER
07444 177257 Dave Part – Weekly (except bank
holidays) (7:30-10:30pm)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tuesday

•

BLACKHEATH (Folk Club) The British Oak
Old Dover Road Blackheath SE3 – Weekly

VeNUes aND reGULar eveNTs

•
•

CARSHALTON (Cryer Folk) Floor spots and
music jam at Cryer Arts 39 High Street SM5 3BB
cryerfolk@gmail.com Sarah – 2nd monthly
CARSHALTON (Music session) Trad tunes and
some songs at The Hope 48 West Street SM5
2PR cryerfolk@gmail.com Sarah – Weekly except
Cryer Folk nights
DARTFORD FOLK CLUB Dartford Working
Mens Club (Rear Lounge), 40 Essex Road,
Dartford, Kent DA1 2 AU – Weekly
EFDSS (Morris) Drop in classes in morris
dance at Cecil Sharp House 2 Regents Park Road
NW1 7AY 020 7485 2206 – Weekly (18:30 –
check term times with venue)
HOLLOWAY ROAD (Irish) Irish music session
for experienced players with Mick O’Connor at
The Lamb 54 Holloway Road N7 8JL 020 7609
0253 venue – Weekly (8:30-11:15pm)
HOY AT ANCHOR Royal British Legion 7 9 Northview Drive, Westcliff SS0 9NG 01702
715111 Tony – Weekly
LEWES (Concertinas Anonymous) See Lewes
Saturday – 3rd monthly
ORPINGTON FOLK AND BLUES CLUB
Orpington Liberal Club 7 Station Road,
Orpington BR6 0RZ 07515 486379 John Edwards
– 2nd and 4th monthly
SHARPS folk club at Cecil Sharp House 2
Regents Park Road NW1 7AY – Weekly
WINCHMORE FOLK DANCE CLUB (Tue)
Winchmore Hill United Reformed Church Hall 77
Compton Road N21 3NU 020 8360 6226 Gillian
– Weekly (10am-noon)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wednesday

•
•

FOLK MOB Blackheath Rugby Club Kidbrook
Lane Eltham SE9 6TE 07809 095237 – Weekly
HACKNEY DOWNS (Starry Starry Nights)
Acoustic music night at The Star by Hackney
Downs 25 Queensdown Road E5 8NN 020 7458
4481 venue – Last monthly
HIGHGATE (Music Hall) Lissenden Players at
Highgate Literary and Scientific Society 11 South
Grove, Pond Square N6 6BS 020 8674 0526 – 3rd
monthly (may vary please check website)
HOLLOWAY ROAD (Informal bluegrass)
Informal open bluegrass session at The Lamb 54
Holloway Road N7 8JL – First montly
KENTISH TOWN (Storytelling) NW5 2RX 99

•
•
•
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Torriano Avenue, NW5 2RX – 2nd monthly
PINNER FOLK AND BLUES CLUB Singaround Style Folk and Blues at Pinner Village
Hall car park off Chapel Lane, Pinner HA5 1AA
07774416696 Barry Bond – 1st and 3rd monthly
may vary (from 19:45)
PRIMROSE HILL (folk dance) English Folk
Dance at Primrose Hill Community Centre
29 Hopkinsons Pl NW1 8TN – Weekly (7:3010:00pm)
ROMFORD HAVERFOLK The Golden Lion 2
High Street, Romford RM1 1HR 07905 654380 or
07980 370536 Mark or Ali – Weekly
ST ALBANS (Robin Hood) session at The
Robin Hood 126 Victoria St AL1 3TG 01727
852111 Alison Macfarlane – Weekly (8:30pm)

•
•
•
•

Thursday

•

BOROUGH FOLKLORE South East London
Folklore Society talks at The Old Kings Head
King’s Head Yard, 45-49 Borough High Street SE1
1NA George Hoyle – 2nd monthly
BOWES PARK FOLK CLUB Folk club at

•

Mum’s Bistro 143 Myddleton Road N22 8NG
07774 147296 – 2nd monthly
CROUCH END (Railway) Irish music session
at The Railway Tavern 23 Crouch End Hill N8
8DH – 1st monthly
CROYDON (session) traditional music and
song at The Oval Tavern 131 Oval Road, Croydon
CR0 6BR Carol Whinnom – 2nd monthly
EFDSS (Country dance) Drop in classes in
English country dance at Cecil Sharp House 2
Regents Park Road NW1 7AY 020 7485 2206 –
Weekly (19:30 – check term times with venue)
HOLLOWAY ROAD (Singalong) Pub piano
singalong at The Lamb 54 Holloway Road N7 8JL
– Weekly
ISLINGTON (Irish set dancing) Unity Hall 277a
Upper Street N1 2TZ 07939 269983 Carlotta –
Weekly
ISLINGTON FOLK CLUB Brewhouse &
Kitchen 2a Corsica Street N5 1JJ 020 8360 8610
Bernard Puckett – Weekly
LEYTONSTONE FOLK St John’s church hall
829-837 High Road, Leytonstone E11 1HH – 1st
monthly

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

P J Music PJ
Wayside Cottage, Chapel lane, Botesdale, Diss, Norfolk IP22 1DT

01379 890088 Mobile 07968 687011

E-mail pjmusic@btinternet.com www.pjmusic.co.uk
Walden D600CE

Walden D740E

Dreadnought, 6 string
Cutaway.
Natura Solid Sitka top,
Rosewood back and
sides, Rosewood
fingerboard. Fishman
PresysII electronics with
tuner.
Satin Natural finish
Gig Bag

Dreadnought 6 string
Acoustic-Electric
Natura All Solid Sitka
Spruce top, with Mahogany
back and sides. Rosewood
fingerboard. Fishman
Presys II electronics with
tuner,
Satin natural finish.
Gig bag

£525 inc VAT

£675.00 inc VAT
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•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

LOUGHTON Loughton Club 8 Station Road,
Loughton IG10 4NX 078 9274 5665 Carol –
Weekly
NEW CROSS (Open mic) Open mic night at
Telegraph at The Earl of Derby 87 Dennett’s Road
SE14 5LW – Weekly
NEWINGTON GREEN (Folkaround)
Folkaround at The Alma 59 Newington Green
Road N1 4QU Colin Chambers – Weekly
ORPINGTON FOLK CLUB Farnborough
Social Club 6 Pleasant View Pl, via Farrow Fields,
Farnborough, Orpington BR6 7BL 020 8325 6513
Ted Handley – Weekly
TWICKENHAM (Irish session) The Prince
Albert 54 Hounslow Road TW2 7EX Mick Bailey
– Weekly
UXBRIDGE FOLK CLUB The RNA Club 388a
Long Lane, Hillingdon UB10 9PG 07985 018317
Peter Slavid – Last monthly
WIMBLEDON (Session) English tune session
at The Sultan 78 Norman Road, Wimbledon
SW19 1BT Jason Tilbrook – First and third
monthly (7.30-10pm)

Friday

•

BECKENHAM FOLK DANCE CLUB Azelia
Hall 258 Croydon Road BR3 4DA margaret@
theferriers.org.uk Margaret Ferrier – Weekly
(7.30-10pm)
CHISWICK (Session) Irish music session at
Connolly’s 450 Chiswick High Road W4 5TF 020
8994 3980 – Weekly
FILE GUMBO Cajun dance club at Cecil Sharp
House 2 Regents Park Road NW1 7AY 020 8367
2439 Tim Rutherford – See diary
GUILDFORD The Music Institute folk club at
The Guildford Institute Ward Street, Guildford
GU1 4LH 01483 871443 – See diary
HAMMERSMITH (Session) Irish music session
at The Irish Cultural Centre 5 Black’s Road W6
9DT – Weekly (beginners 5pm, main session 6-8)
HIGHGATE (Ceili) Irish Ceili at St Joseph’s
Parish Centre Highgate Hill N19 5NE – 1st
monthly
KALAMAZOO KLUB Kings Head 2 Crouch
End Hill N8 8AA 0208 341 0716 – 2nd monthly
KNEES UP Cecil Sharp House 2 Regents Park
Road NW1 7AY 020 8986 8834 Mary Panton –
3rd monthly

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MERTON (Irish) Irish music session at South
London Irish Association Club 138-140 Hartfield
Road, Merton SW19 3TG 020 8543 0608 – Last
monthly
ON BOUGE Heath Street Baptist Church Hall
84 Heath Street NW1 1DN 07940 269223 Chris
Shaw – 2nd monthly (not July or August)
THE GOOSE IS OUT (Concerts) The Ivy
House Stuart Road SE15 3BE – Last monthly

•
•

Saturday

BARNSBURY (Irish) Irish music session at The
Hemingford Arms 158 Hemingford Road N1 1DF
– 2nd and 4th monthly
CAMBERWELL (Scottish Session) United
Reformed Church Hall Love Walk SE5 8AE –
Fortnightly (11am-2pm)
CELLAR UPSTAIRS Calthorpe Arms 252
Grays Inn Road WC1X 8JR 020 7281 7700 Sheila
Miller – Weekly
HARRISON (Singaround) The Harrison 28
Harrison Street WC1H 8JF – Last monthly (2pm5pm)
HOXTON (Saturday Session) Irish music
session at Howl at the Moon 178 Hoxton St N1
5LH Nigel Stevens – Weekly (4pm-6pm)
KILBURN (Saturday Session) Irish music
session at The Sir Colin Campbell 264-266
Kilburn High Road NW6 2BY 020 7693 5443 –
Weekly (7-10pm)
LEWES SATURDAY Elephant and Castle
White Hill, Lewes, Sussex BN7 2DJ 01273 476757
Valmai – Weekly
LEYTONSTONE (What’s Cookin’)
Leytonstone Social Club 2 Harvey Road E11 3DB
ramblinsteve@whatscookin.co.uk Steve – Weekly
LONDON BARN DANCE Cecil Sharp House
2 Regents Park Road NW1 7AY 01628 633962
Andrew or Jane – 2nd monthly
TOOTING (Folk Club) The Gorringe Park
29 London Road SW17 9JR 0795 1163434 Alex
MacDonald – 1st monthly
WINCHMORE FOLK DANCE CLUB (Sat)
Trinity Church Hall Church Street, Enfield EN2
6AN 020 8360 6226 Gillian – 2nd monthly

•
•
•
•
•

Sunday

•

ACOUSTIC ELEPHANT Electric Elephant

Folk London
Cafe 186a Crampton Street SE17 3AE George
Hoyle – 3rd monthly
BOROUGH (Klezmer) The Ship 68 Borough
Road SE1 1DX – 3rd monthly (film 1pm: music
from 2pm)
BOROUGH MUSIC SESSIONS The Royal
Oak 44 Tabard Street SE1 4JU Martin Nail – 1st
monthly (2:30pm)
BOROUGH SHANTY SESSION The
Horseshoe Inn 26 Melior Street SE1 3QP 07534
029702 Gary – 3rd monthly (lunchtime)
BRICKFOLK Singaround at The Bricklayers
Arms Waterman Street, Putney SW15 1DD
07720 420384 Jeff – Last monthly (2:30-5:00 not
July or August)
BRIXTON (Windmill Session) hosted by No
Frills Band at The Windmill 22 Blenheim Gardens,
Brixton Hill SW2 5BZ – 2nd monthly (from
7:00pm)
CAMDEN TOWN (Set Dance) Set dancing at
London Irish Centre 50-52 Camden Square NW1
9XB 020 7916 2222 – 1st monthly (2-6pm)
CROYDON (Ukes) Ukulele jam session at
The Green Dragon (Upstairs Bar) 60 High Street,
Croydon CR0 1NA Carol Whinnom – 1st and 3rd
monthly (from 7:30)
DULWICH FOLK The Castle 280 Crystal
Palace Road SE22 9JH 079 5778 9180 Peter Greig
– 1st monthly
EFFRA SINGAROUND The Junction 171
Coldharbour Lane SE5 9PA effra.singaround@
outlook.com Trista – 3rd monthly
FRIENDS OF ENGLISH DANCE Acland
Burghley School 93 Burghley Rd, Tufnell Park
NW5 1UJ 07949 147165 Judith – Third monthly
HARRISON SESSIONS (Brazilian) The
Harrison 28 Harrison Street WC1H 8JF – Last
monthly (8pm-10.30pm)
HARRISON SESSIONS (Irish) The Harrison
28 Harrison Street WC1H 8JF – 2nd monthly
(evening)
HOLLOWAY ROAD Folk music session at
The Lamb 54 Holloway Road N7 8JL Tommie –
Weekly except last monthly
HOLLOWAY ROAD (Bluegrass) Bluegrass/old
timey session at The Lamb 54 Holloway Road N7
8JL – Last monthly
HOUNSLOW (Open Mic) hosted by Elaine
Samuels at The Cross Lances 236 Hanworth Rd,
Hounslow TW3 3TU – 3rd monthly (7-10:30)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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HOXTON (Sunday Session) Irish music session
at Howl at the Moon 178 Hoxton St N1 5LH
Nigel Stevens – Weekly (5pm-7pm)
KILBURN (Sunday session) Irish music session
at The Sir Colin Campbell 264-266 Kilburn High
Road NW6 2BY – Weekly (8.30pm-late)
RUSKIN HOUSE Ruskin House 23 Coombe
Road, Croydon CR0 1BD 01737 553493 Gary –
Weekly
THE GOOSE IS OUT (Singaround) The Ivy
House Stuart Road Nunhead SE15 3BE – 2nd
monthly
TWICKENHAM (Twickfolk) folk club at The
Cabbage Patch 67 London Road, Twickenham
TW1 3SZ – Weekly (check diary – may be
affected by events at the stadium)
WALTHAMSTOW FOLK CLUB Ye Olde Rose
and Crown Theatre Pub 53 Hoe Street E17 4SA
07740612607 – Weekly
WILLESDEN (Irish session) Bar 117 117 High
Road NW10 2SL Mick Bailey – Weekly
WOOD GREEN (Session) Irish music session
at PH O’Connors 239 High Road N22 8HF 020
8888 6413 – Weekly
TOOTING (Ramble Inn) Irish Music Session at
The Ramble Inn 223 Mitcham Rd SW17 9JG 020
8767 4040 Venue – Weekly

•
•
•
•

Varies

•
•

ASHFORD Revelation St Mary St Mary the
Virgin, The Churchyard, Ashford, Kent TN23
1QG – See diary (7:45pm, doors 7pm)
AYLESBURY (Limelight) folk club and concerts
at the Limelight Theatre Queens Park, Aylesbury
HP21 7RT 01296 431 272 / 424 332 Box Office /
Enquiries: – See diary
BARBICAN The Barbican Centre Silk Street
EC2Y 8DS 020 7638 8891 Box Office – See diary
BETHNAL GREEN (St John) St John on
Bethnal Green 200 Cambridge Heath Road E2
9PA Contact promoters direct – See diary
BRIGHTON (Folklore Rooms) The Folklore
Rooms 12 North Street BN1 3GJ – See diary
CARSHALTON VILLAGE CEILIDHS Cryer
Arts Centre 39 High Street, Carshalton SM5 3BB
– See diary (7:30 – 10:30)
CECIL SHARP HOUSE independently
promoted one off events 2 Regents Park Road
NW1 7AY – See diary

•
•
•
•
•
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Advertising

Club guide and diary

CFA Chiltern Folk Association Dances Various
Metroland venues 01628 486845 – See diary
CROYDON (Oval Tavern) Concerts at The
Oval Tavern 131 Oval Road, Croydon CR0 6BR
Carol Whinnom – See diary
DALSTON (Woodburner) Woodburner Music
at Eastern Curve Garden 13 Dalston Lane E8 3DF
– Weekly (7-11pm June to September only)
EFDSS Cecil Sharp House 2 Regents Park Road
NW1 7AY 020 7485 2206 – See diary
FOLK@ASH Ash Village Hall Ash Road TN15
7HB – See diary
FOLK ON MONDAY promotes events are
various venues around London, not just on
Mondays – See diary
GREEN NOTE Green Note Cafe 106 Parkway
NW1 7AN 0207 485 9899 – See diary
GREENWOODSIDE Promotes events at
various venues around London – See diary
HARRISON The Harrison Bar 28 Harrison
Street WC1H 8JF – See diary
IRISH CULTURAL CENTRE 5 Black’s Road,
Hammersmith W6 9DT – See diary
KING’S CROSS (Jamboree) Jamboree 6 St
Chad’s Place WC1X 9HH – See diary
KINGS CROSS (Jamboree) Jamboree 6 St
Chads Place WC1X 9HH – See diary
KINGS PLACE Kings Place 90 York Way N1
9AG 020 7520 1490 box office – See diary
LEWES WORKSHOPS Elephant and Castle
White Hill, Lewes BN7 2DJ 01273 476757 Valmai
– See diary (All day events)
LEYTONSTONE ST JOHN St John the Baptist
High Rd E11 1HH – See diary (Doors: 6:30 Start
7:30)

Book online at www.folklondon.co.uk
or by email to editor@folklondon.co.uk
Full page (128 x 190mm): £50
Half (62 x 190mm or 128 x 92mm): £25
Quarter (62 x 93mm): £14
Eighth (62 x 45mm): £7.50
All prices include full colour
10% discount for prepaid runs of 3+ issues
To inquire about booking the back
or inside covers please email us

LOST HORIZONS (Kings Cross) The Harrison
28 Harrison Street WC1H 8JF Paul Knight – See
diary
LOST HORIZONS (Leytonstone) Leyton
Technical 265 High Road, Leyton E10 5QN 01923
779332 Paul Knight – See diary
MARGATE Rosslyn Court 62 Sweyn Road CT9
2DD 07902140248 Morag Butler – See diary
NEST COLLECTIVE promotes events at
various venues around London – See diary
NEW ROOTS EVENTS Promotes events at
various venues around London – See diary
SLAUGHTERED LAMB The Slaughtered Lamb
34-35 Great Sutton St EC1V 0DX – See diary
SOUTH BANK CENTRE See individual listings
for hall name Belvedere Road SE1 8XX 020 7960
4200 – See diary
ST ALBANS (Concerts) Maltings Arts Theatre
The Maltings, St Albans AL1 3HL 0333 666 3366
(box office) – See diary
STANLEY ARTS Stanley Arts 12 South
Norwood Hill, South Norwood SE25 6AB 0203
287 9901 Venue – See diary
UNION CHAPEL Union Chapel Compton
Terrace N1 2UN – See diary (start times vary)
WALTHAMSTOW ST MARY’S St Mary’s
Church, Church End, Walthamstow Village E17
9RJ – See diary (Doors: 6:30 Start 7:30)
WALTON ON THAMES Concerts at
Riverhouse Arts Centre Manor Road, Walton on
Thames KT12 2PF 01932 253354 Box Office –
See diary
WHITSTABLE SESSIONS St Mary’s Hall,
Umbrella Centre Oxford Street CT5 1DD – See
diary (6pm)

•

Send details of your event to
editor@folklondon.co.uk
Entries in the club guide are free for regular
events in Greater London
Entries in the diary are free for advertisers
and venues who sell the magazine
For Home Counties events please email us

Copy date

All advertising artwork and articles must be
submitted by the 5th of the month before
publication. Space is limited so please book
your place as early as possible

A festival of folk’s finest acts gathered in beautiful leafy
parkland for one uplifting summer day of music.

THE PROCLAIMERS
RICHARD THOMPSON
SPELL SONGS

Featuring artist Jackie Morris painting live to music

THE UNTHANKS

AKA TRIO • SAM SWEENEY BAND
KARINE POLWART’S
SING IT TO THE TREES

Join Karine in joyous, massed harmony singing

WE ARE THE MONSTERS
KINNARIS QUINTET • SALT HOUSE
DAN WALSH • EIRRA
LONDON YOUTH FOLK ENSEMBLE

PACK UP A PICNIC, GATHER YOUR FRIENDS
AND JOIN US FOR A FESTIVAL IN A DAY!
Family Friendly • Children’s Activities
Workshops • Craft Tent • Vintage Tent
Music Stalls • Delicious Food • Real Ale Bar

folkbytheoak.com

Registered charity no. 1106746

